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UPS students aid victims of 
Hurricane Katrina disaster  
Men's basketball 
makes it to Elite 
Eight 
Men defeated Augustana in 
the Sweet 16, but lost to Illi- 
nois Westeyan in the Elite 8. 
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Japanese Display 
Alumnus Scott Higashi '91 
donates display to commemo- 
rate Japanese internment. 
NEWS PAGE 2 
The art of beer 
tasting 
Trail beer critic reviews Pike 
Brewing Company's Naughty 
Nellie's Ale 
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Students for a 
Democratic 
Society emerges 
on campus 
By Chelsea Taylor 
ctaylor2@ups.edu 
News Editor 
Student activists at the University of Puget 
Sound felt the need for an organized outlet for 
radical thinkers. 
As a result, sophomore Millicent Hadjivassil-
iou, along with a group of other students, began 
the Tacoma Students for a Democratic Society 
(SDS) chapter this semester in order to provide a 
radical forum for students, faculty and staff. 
Hadjivassiliou heard about the original SDS 
through her mother and began talking with her 
friends about the idea of SDS. 
"Patrick Edelbacher, a student at Tacoma Com-
munity College, and I started working together to 
organize a Tacoma SDS. Then with fellow UPS 
student Cathy Marcotte, we submitted the paper-
work to become an official club on campus," Had-
jivassiliou said. 
SDS group members wanted it to become a fo-
rum for students who felt a radical spirit to share 
their experiences and take action based on these 
ideas. 
"It is necessary that the UPS campus provide 
a voice to those students looking far beyond the 
conventional two political parties and beyond the 
US economic/government structure," Hadjivassil-
iou said. 
SDS began in the 1960s as student opposition 
to the war in Vietnam. Faction groups rose up 
against SDS and it was dismantled in the 1970s. 
Yet many of the same problems still exist today. 
The reformation of the national SDS was an-
nounced on Martin Luther King Jr. Day this year. 
The club is organized around the idea of a col-
laboration of ideas and efforts. Junior Andrew 
Moll hopes the group will lead to more of a politi-
cal effort on the UPS campus. 
"I was heavily involved in politics at home, but 
when I came to UPS, I wasn't. I saw SDS as a way 
to be reconnected to politics and to directly affect 
the political process," Moll said. 
The club aspires to establish themselves on 
campus and become a prominent member of the 
SEE SDS PAGE 3 
Tom Foolery 
UPS opinion writer encourag- 
es healthy pranking to combat 
Tacoma despair. 
OPINIONS PAGE 6 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GLORIA TRESEDER 
Sophomores Molly Hunsinger and Noah Marsh and freshman TaReva Warrick-Stone gutted 
a Ninth Ward resident's duplex. The UPS students were part of a group of 18 students who 
helped Katrina victims fix their homes from flood damage. For these students' reflection on the 
trip, see Features page 10-11. 
Guster to rock Fieldhouse with eco-friendly concert LJ 
Campus Lurer 
UPS student was arrested 
for attempted child molesta- 
tion, burglary, luring and 
unlawful imprisonment. 
THUMBS PAGE 6 
WEEKEND WEATHER 
TODAY 
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SATURDAY 
52 41 
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By Evan Tucker 
etucker@ups.edu  
News Writer 
Guster is coming. 
Posters, flyers, LCD displays and laminate 
footprints have all declared that the band 
that Rolling Stone called "sentimental with-
out being sappy and innocent without the 
naiveté," will play a full set at 7:30 p.m. on 
Mar. 29 in the Fieldhouse. 
Tickets are $10 with UPS I.D. and can be 
purchased at the Info Center or at the con-
cert. 
Guster is a four-man outfit composed of 
Tufts graduates who got together as under-
grads. 
They released their first album, Para-
chutes, during their junior year. 
Guster's music is easy on the ears but just 
unpredictable enough to keep the interest of 
often disinterested college students. 
Their fans are some of the most diehard 
that you might find anywhere; they simply 
love their band. 
And these indie rock kings love their fans 
right back. 
In 1999, they hosted a charity yard sale to 
sell off all of the stuff they kept in the band 
apartment. 
A t-shirt worn by one of the members went 
to one lucky fan for just over $100. They 
could not, however, get rid of their couches, 
so they threw them out of the window. A vid- 
eo of that event can be found on the band's 
website, www.guster.com . 
Tabbing through guster.com , the personali-
ties of the four members shines through and 
it is no stretch to imagine why fans often feel 
like they know this band personally. 
The UPS Facebook group "Ouster Is For 
Lovers" has 52 members and 152 UPS stu-
dents list Guster as one of their favorite 
bands. 
The band even has its own Facebook and 
MySpace accounts. 
Senior and ASUPS Programmer for Pop-
ular Entertainment Whitney Mackman is 
the driving force behind bringing Guster to 
UPS. 
"When thinking about what band to bring 
to campus this semester, I really wanted 
something the entire community could en-
joy. Guster crosses generations and genres, 
making it a very inclusive event," Mackman 
said. "There was a strong student interest in 
getting Guster to campus, so I followed that 
lead and fought hard against Seattle venues 
and we lucked out." 
One of the reasons why Mackman and her 
boss, Student Programs Director, Semi Soli-
darios, fought so hard to bring the concert 
here is that the Mar. 29 event is not just an 
ordinary rock concert. 
It is part of a series of Guster concerts all 
across the US called the Campus Conscious-
ness Tour. 
"The Campus Consciousness Tour's aim is 
to educate, inspire and activate students, and  
above all, leave a positive impact on each 
community and college or university that 
the tour reaches," according to www.guster. 
COM. 
One of the aims of the band is to have a 
high musical impact and a low environmen-
tal one. 
Through a partnership with NativeEnergy, 
a wind-power advocacy group, the band will 
offset fossil-fuel power used during the UPS 
concert by sponsoring the building of new 
wind turbines. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF RENEE HARRISON, WARNER BROS. RECORDS PUBLICITY 
Guster tickets are $10 with a UPS ID and are being 
sold at the Info Center. The concert will be held 
Mar. 29 at 7:30 p.m. 
SEE LUSTER PAGE 4 
SUNDAY 
52 40 
World News 
Dog handler guilty of abuse 
at Abu Ghraib 
A military jury found the defendant, Sgt. Michael 
J. Smith, 24, guilty on Mar. 21 of abusing inmates 
at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq by frightening 
them with his unmuzzled Belgian shepherd for his 
own amusement. 
NYC adds Soo police officers 
Mayor Michael Bloom erg announced Mar. 21 
that New York City would add 800 police offic-
ers and 400 civilians to the 36,450-officer Police 
Department. 
Bush continues to defend 
War in Iraq 
President Bush continued his effort today to con-
vince the public that the war was necessary and 
worth the sacrifices involved as he declared that 
the Iraq war can still be won. Although he did ac-
knowledge that the war was cutting into the "po-
litical capital" that he claimed after his re-election 
in 2004. 
Enron Ex-Treasurer testifies 
A former Enron treasurer testified Mar. 22 that 
Kenneth L. Lay presided over meetings in which 
top executives discussed Enron's finances and en-
dorsed the continued use of complex accounting 
arrangements because they made it possible for the 
energy company to meet Wall Street's earnings ex-
pectations. 
U.S. indicts Colombians for 
drug trafficking 
Attorney General Alberto R. Gonzales revealed 
an indictment on Mar. 22 against 50 leaders in Co-
lombia's largest rebel group, charging them with 
sending more than $25 billion worth of cocaine 
into the United States and other countries. 
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Hey Seniors! 
Want to give 
back to the 
University? 
Contribute to 
the Senior Gift 
today! 
For more details, 
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By Linh Hoang 
lhoang@ups.edu 
News Writer 
The Dean of Students Office and 
Student Services are putting togeth-
er a permanent display to serve as 
a remembrance of the UPS students 
who were forced to leave campus 
during the internment of Japanese 
Americans during World War II. 
The display is made possible be-
cause of a donation by Scott Hi-
gashi, class of '91, and is expected 
to be ready by this summer. 
According to Yoshiko Matsui, 
Associate Director of Student Serv-
ices, the display will be presented 
on the exhibit wall in the Wheelock 
Student Center. 
Higashi, a Japanese-American 
from Hawaii, was involved in nu-
merous activities on campus that 
recognized the importance of edu-
cating UPS students as well as 
members of the local community 
about the Japanese internment and 
its impacts on the course of Ameri-
can history. 
"We were perplexed that not many 
people on campus were aware of the 
scope of the decision made by the 
government in 1942," Higashi said. 
"Even a small college like Puget 
Sound was deeply impacted." 
It was Higashi's goal to raise 
this awareness among students and 
members of the community. 
In the spring of 1989, Higashi ini-
tiated the planting of the cherry trees 
in front of the Wheelock Student 
Center and the tradition of putting 
out signs displaying the names of 
the 30 UPS students who were sent 
to internment camps in 1942. 
Also during that time, Higashi 
organized a reception to honor the 
UPS students who had to leave 
school as a result of the internment 
policy. The reception included 
many campus leaders as well as 
members of the community. 
According to History Professor 
Suzanne Barnett, who served as a 
panelist in the '89 reception, Fran-
klin Thompson, the University's 
president during the internment 
period, did everything possible to 
postpone the Japanese-American 
students' departure until the end of 
the school year so that they could 
at least finish the school year. 
"It was this kind of spirit and ac-
tion that has made up our universi-
ty," Barnett said. "Scott Higashi is 
one of those people that carry that 
exact spirit." 
Following the event of 1989, Hi-
gashi started planning a four-day 
remembrance, which took place 
during the spring semester of 1992. 
It was not only a memorial event 
50 years after the issuance of Ex-
ecutive Order 9066 authorizing the 
removal of Japanese Americans to 
the internment camps, but was also 
as an educational tool to involve the 
campus as well as the local commu-
nity in a series of discussions and 
debates. These served to remind us 
not only of what happened but also 
how it might impact the future of 
our country. 
The '92 remembrance, from Feb. 
16 to Feb. 19, attracted a number of 
key figures in the Japanese-Ameri-
can internment history, including 
Gordon Hirabayashi, the first in-
terned Japanese-American to chal-
lenge the US government's action. 
The remembrance also included 
a discussion with stories and com-
ments on the internment experi- 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/DANIEL ADLER 
Asian Pacific Student Union made 1000 pa-
per cranes for the cherry blossom trees. 
ence from former internees, several 
speeches on the legality of the in-
ternment and the question of civil 
liberties in future America and vari-
ous displays of art works dedicated 
to the internment experience. 
The remembrance also brought 
back a number of former UPS stu-
dents who were forced to leave 
school and sent to camps. 
"Coming back to campus for 
them was painful yet liberating 
at the same time," Higashi said. 
"And what was important to them, 
as well as to us, was the fact that 
a whole new generation now will 
be educated about this and come to 
appreciate the historical impacts of 
the internment." 
Appreciation wasn't the only 
thing the remembrance received, 
however. 
"There were hate mails, and some 
SEE JAPANESE COMM. PAGE 4 
Japanese display pays tribute to UPS students 
• Alumnus Scott Higashi, '91, makes donation to UPS 
for a permanent Japanese commemoration display 
IT'S BACK! 
http://asups.ups.edu/trail  
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Prof. Rob Beezer created an 
online textbook for his linear 
algebra class. 
UPS student arrested 
20-year-old UPS student currently 
held on $200,000 bail 
By Lan Nguyen 
lnguyen@ups.edu  
Assistant News Editor 
Tacoma police arrested UPS student Dustin Trey 
Miyakawa on Mar. 17 with charges of luring, un-
lawful imprisonment, burgulary and attempted child 
molestation. 
The 20-year-old tried to molest an 11-year-old 
girl at Mason Middle School earlier this month. Mi-
yakawa lured the girl with a cash offer of $500 to 
talk to him, and later, asked her to "make out" with 
him. 
A similar occurence happened four days later, 
when prosecutors said that Miyakawa walked into 
the girl's locker room at Wilson High and offered a 
student money if she'd spend time with him. Miya-
kawa is currently being held on $200,000 bail in the 
Pierce County Jail. 
Miyakawa has an online blog in which he de-
scribes his distaste for the city of Tacoma and his 
attraction for a high school girl at Denny's. 
To read more of Miyakawa's thoughts, read his 
Xanga blog at www.xanga.com/smutwthufus. 
 
Lan Nguyen thinks such acts are appalling. 
Be sustainable and 
recycle me! 
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Online college textbooks increase in popularity 
By Rachel Gross 
rgross@ups.edu  
News Writer 
When Mathematics and Computer Science professor 
Rob Beezer asked himself if the world needed another 
linear algebra textbook, he knew the answer was no. 
But he knew that there was an enthusiastic audience 
out there for a new kind of linear algebra textbook: a free 
online open-source textbook. 
Beezer now uses his own lin-
ear algebra textbook, available 
on his Web site, when he teaches 
classes at UPS. 
His textbook is free in two dif-
ferent senses: first, it has no cost 
and second, anyone can change 
it. 
Beezer uses a GFDL license, 
which says that people are free 
to make copies and to make 
changes to the online textbook, 
but requires that anyone who 
makes changes and then distrib-
utes the version put the same 
GFDL license on it. 
This insures both that others 
can benefit from the changes 
and that publishers can't make 
a few changes and sell the textbook as their own in the 
traditional manner. 
Beezer chose to write a linear algebra textbook with 
free online access partly because he wanted to be able 
to shape his course around a text that accomplished his 
teaching goals. 
Beezer also made the decision to operate an online ver- 
sion rather than sell off his work in the traditional manner 
because of the problems he saw in the publishing indus- 
try. 
"The used book markets are very efficient," Beezer 
said. "Most publishers find that in three years no one is 
buying their books anymore, so they come out with new 
editions that have very few changes." 
The frequent new editions have an effect on both stu-
dents and professors, because while students must pay 
for new textbooks often with unwanted CDs or work-
books, professors must rework their courses to accom-
modate new textbooks. 
"Professors would like to know that a textbook is going 
to be around in 10 years," Beezer said. 
The GFDL license insures that professors will be able 
to use Beezer's linear algebra textbook as long as they 
want, because it never goes out of print. 
The lower cost of open-source online textbooks like 
Beezer's is also an attraction to students. 
Beezer estimates that it costs about $25 to make a copy 
of his book at Kinko's, while an average linear algebra 
textbook can run $100 or more. 
While students can just look at the textbook online, it is 
meant to be printed out. 
Both students and other professors have made changes 
to and suggestions for Beezer's textbook since he started 
using it following his spring 2004 sabbatical. 
"A big part of the work is writing homework problems, 
and I don't want to write them all," Beezer said. 
Students can suggest homework problems online or 
ask a question that might inspire a new problem, accord-
ing to Beezer. 
Students are also rewarded for finding typos in the text-
book: Beezer offers $1 to students who find mathemati-
cally significant typos. 
While the basic structure and theorems of the textbook 
are basically set, Beezer continues to add to his textbook  
periodically, particularly during the semester when he is 
teaching a linear algebra class. 
Beezer's GFDL-protected online open-source text-
book is part of a growing group of alternatives to the 
traditional textbook that are available online. • 
Many open-source textbooks, including Beezer's, are 
listed at textbook relvolution.org , a site run by Northeast-
em student Jason Turgeon. 
Turgeon started his compilation of free online textbook 
after finding a cheaper alternative to his college physics 
book online. 
More extensive searches uncovered more legally free 
textbooks that were often going unused, according to 
Turgeon. 
"They were hard to find, but that was easy for me to 
fix," Turgeon said. 
Math, Science and Computer Science textbooks are 
most common on the textbook revolution site, although 
there are a few Economics and Education books listed 
as well. 
Turgeon accounted for this difference by describing 
the differences between Math and the Humanities. 
"You can't copyright Math," Turgeon said. "So Mathe-
maticians tend to think more universally and do not want 
to hoard information to themselves." 
Beezer, as well as Turgeon, suggested that the lack 
of open source humanities texts available online might 
be due to the fact that Math and Science students and 
professors spend more time on the computer, so they are 
more comfortable with technical challenges. 
Turgeon recommends that any students who have a 
problem with the way textbook selection and purchasing 
works take action, because they do have power. 
"Go to the people who make a difference," Turgeon 
said. "Talk to the Administration and the professors about 
options. Complaining to the bookstore won't help." 
Rachel Gross wants to create her own textbook on POGs. 
University seeks input with Climate for Diversity Survey 
By Jessica Bruce 
jbruce@ups.edu  
Senior News Writer 
In pursuit of fulfilling the university's 
strategic plan, faculty, students and staff 
are being asked to complete an online 
Climate for Diversity Survey. 
The survey results will be used by the 
Diversity Planning Task Force to gener-
ate its own strategic plan, which it ex-
pects to release by Sept. 2006. 
In late Sept. 2005, President Ron Tho-
mas created the task force in an effort to 
enhance the UPS educational experience 
by attending to diversity issues, accord-
ing to Dean of Students Jean Kim, who 
chairs the task force. 
"As part of our work, we need to get 
a baseline for how diversity is perceived 
on campus," Kim said. 
To that end, students, faculty and staff 
received an e-mail from Thomas earlier 
this week informing them of the survey, 
which can be completed online on Cas-
cade. There are distinct versions of the 
survey for students, faculty and staff, 
though some aspects are common to all 
versions. 
The survey consists mostly of state-
ments, such as: "The campus is respon-
sive to concerns about diversity," which 
respondents will rate their agreement 
with on a Likert scale. Other questions 
look at whether students feel a pressure 
to conform and if respondents feel com-
fortable expressing their views on cam-
pus. 
The task force will analyze the results 
according to various demographics, 
though the survey is anonymous. 
"I hope people take the time to help us 
address this important area of campus life 
and share their experiences, because it's 
an important thing for the community," 
Kim said. "It's obviously an area that 
people have strong feelings about and 
this is a great opportunity for us to hear 
everyone's voices." 
This is the first time a diversity task 
force has been assembled on campus 
and the first time the campus diversity 
has been surveyed. Current programs 
such as the Diversity Theme Year and the 
Student Diversity Center are unaffiliated 
with the task force, but Kim notes that 
these are existing strengths in the cam-
pus's approach to diversity. 
According to Kim, many colleges and 
businesses have strategic plans for diver-
sity. 
"There's a direct link between effec-
tively managing diversity and creating 
educational value added," Kim said. 
"Institutions manage diversity in order 
to enhance the educational environment 
and increase the educational value for 
minority students and for all students." 
The task force has established six stra-
tegic goals which will serve as the back-
bone for the strategic diversity plan. 
The goals include creating a campus 
environment that supports diversity, in-
creasing recruitment and retention of mi-
norities on campus, enhancing diversity 
and multiculturalism-oriented programs 
and improving relationships with diverse 
communities m the area. 
"We're looking at diversity pretty 
broadly," Kim said. 
Kim added that the task force is consid-
ering race, ethnicity, socio-economics, 
political beliefs, religion, sexual orienta-
tion, gender and age in its treatment of 
diversity. 
The survey will be available from Mar. 
20 through April 3 online. 
Jessica Bruce quickly realized that most of 
the people she encounters at UPS are native 
Alaskans. 
UPS campus as well as in the greater 
Tacoma community. 
SDS hopes to create a network of ac-
tivists and offer students, faculty and 
staff a place to convene over causes 
like the war in Iraq, labor rights, anti-
elitism efforts, reproductive rights, 
environmental injustice, sweatshop 
alternatives, community depolariza-
tion, free culture and copyright laws 
and actions of non-participation. 
SDS is looking to welcome all ideas 
and not censor the more controversial 
points of view. 
"There is the concern that a radi-
cal group on campus can become self 
consumed in the goals and objectives 
of its regular members. We will fail 
if we organize lectures purely for the 
purpose of legitimacy within our own 
activist circle," Hadjivassiliou said. 
"We hope that events planned are al-
ways advertised to the entire campus 
community and that the group is inclu-
sive while still maintaining its original 
integrity and intensity." 
Moll hopes that SDS will provide 
an outlet through which students can 
voice their opinions. 
"I think SDS will unite students with 
various political beliefs and provide 
a conduit for the expression of their 
pent up anger or passion concerning 
the state of U.S. politics," Moll said. 
In order to fulfil these goals, SDS 
is working hard to build alliances 
amongst campus groups when plan- 
ning events. SDS decided to co-spon-
sor the teach-in, Unspinning the War, 
occurring on Mar. 25. The teach-in is 
sponsored by Progressive UPS, SDS 
and the Social Justice Residential Pro-
gram and will feature music, art, lec-
tures, food and discussion. 
The community will be able to silk 
screen their own shirts, listen to mu-
sic and learn about the war from all 
different angles in a positive and wel-
coming environment. 
SDS also organized two die-ins in 
the past week regarding the war in 
Iraq. In the future, the club hopes to 
organize an open student forum, bring 
in speakers and arrange a skill share. 
SDS is considering a skill share 
where people can learn how to depend 
on themselves and rather than contrib-
ute to consumerism. In the wake of the 
recent Animal Liberation Front (ALF) 
and Earth Liberation Front (ELF) ar-
rests, they hope to bring the ACLU or 
the Lawyers' Guild to campus to talk 
about civil disobedience and activist 
rights. 
The SDS meetings are run demo-
cratically, with decisions made on 
consensus rather than majority rule. 
"While this may delay resolution, 
it ensures that everyone in the group 
is equal. Also in an effort to ensure 
equality we have opted for a non-hi-
erarchical structure to organization," 
Hadjivassiliou said. 
SDS member, junior Emma Britton, 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
agrees that that the consensus deci-
sion-making process makes the group 
more equal with each other. 
"The consensus process is more 
involved but it's so much more ethi-
cal and it leaves room for everyone's 
voice. There's a difference between 
having your vote heard and having 
your voice heard," Britton said. 
The club reiterates the fact that SDS 
is a collaborative effort and that every 
group member is vital to the club's 
well-being. 
"We are all responsible for the club. 
It is a really interesting process to go 
through. It presents certain challenges 
but ultimately we believe in a commu-
nity of thinkers rather than a govern-
ing body that can often get caught up 
in its own power struggle," Hadjivas-
siliou said. 
The Tacoma SDS chapter has had 
three meetings thus far, and the club is 
excited at the interest and enthusiasm 
found so far at meetings. SDS mem-
bers feel that such enthusiasm is key 
to the club's vitality and strength. 
Moll finds the most exciting aspect 
of SDS to be the opportunities it offers 
him for change. 
"It is very exciting to finally have 
agency to change things in my local 
community and in the larger world 
around me," Moll said. 
Chelsea Taylor aspires to inflame 
democratic passions with her pamphlet, 
"Democracy and you. And you." 
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Unspinning the War 
Mar. 25 m a.m. to 
2 p.m. 
in the Rotunda 
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Alcohol and drug survey reveals effectiveness of prevention programs 
By Jessica Bruce 
jbruce@ups.edu 
Senior News Writer 
Mar. 10 marked the end of UPS's participation in the CORE Alcohol and Drug Sur-
vey this year, a National survey that is used annually in conjunction with CHWS. 
The survey is used to track changes in student drug and alcohol use and the effec-
tiveness of preventative programming on campuses. 
Psychologist and Substance Abuse Prevention Program Coordinator at CHWS, 
Charee Boulter assesses the data each year. 
Though the results from this year's survey will not be available until the summer, 
in years past, surveys have indicated that alcohol use has changed very little, while 
marijuana use has slightly increased. 
The percentage of students who had used marijuana in the 30 days prior to taking 
the survey increased from 18 percent in 1999 to 21 percent in 2004. The percentage 
of students that had ever used marijuana was constant at 44 percent in both years. 
"It fits with the general feel on campus about marijuana use, although the number 
of students that use marijuana is not as high as most people think," Boulter said. 
"Marijuana is becoming more visible on campus, and we're seeing more write-ups 
for marijuana use. From a prevention perspective, my concern is that the use of mari-
juana is more open. It could increase the first time use rates because students think 
Japanese commemoration 
marijuana is more common than it is." 
Members of the campus community are likely to have seen the "Know Your Num-
bers" posters, which list facts about student usage of drugs and alcohol. 
These posters are perhaps the most visible result of campus participation in the 
survey. 
Other programming include the Six Pack of Common Sense talk given by RAs each 
year, counseling and an alcohol poisoning poster created by the Substance Abuse 
Education Advisory Committee. 
Boulter said that the surveys show evidence that campus drug prevention programs 
are working. 
In 1998, 32 percent of students surveyed were aware that prevention policies ex-
isted, whereas in 2000, 36 percent were aware of and supported those policies. 
Additionally, Boulter said that there is some indication that prevention programs 
have decreased binge drinking on campus. 
Moreover, the surveys show that the majority of students are willing to call for help 
if another student is intoxicated, though there has been little increase in the percent-
age of students who say they would do so. 
"Ideally, I'd like to see the number of students that get that intoxicated to the point 
of having alcohol poisoning go down, but until we can get to that point, we just want 
people to call for help," Boulter said. "It's encouraging to see that supportive pattern, 
even though there hasn't been a huge increase in the numbers." 
Jessica Bruce framed her Know Your Numbers poster. 
CONT. FROM PAGE 2 
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people approached me saying that we were spreading 
lies," Higashi said. "It was this that made me realize the 
importance of educating people, 
especially the younger genera-
tions, about what happened." 
According to Higashi, the dona-
tion for the display was his "way 
of giving back to UPS." 
When Higashi learned that, after 
he left UPS, the Dean of Students 
Office continued to put up signs 
every year to commemorate the 
UPS students who were sent to 
camps, he wanted to do something 
for the University as a thank you 
for standing behind him to make the '92 remembrance 
happen. 
"The display is a continuation of what Scott Higashi 
Guster 
started," Houston Dougharty, Associate Dean of Stu-
dent Services said. 
According to Dougharty, the dis-
play will be a presentation of not 
only the historical facts and figures 
of the internment but also how it 
has impacted our campus com-
munity and therefore will include 
documentation on the remem-
brance in 1992. 
"This is not merely the usual 
`we need to know our history'," 
Dougharty said. "The impact is 
more current than we think. With 
the Iraq war came the suspicion of 
the Arabic and Muslim citizens in this country." 
According to Dougharty, students need to be educat-
ed about what happened in the past to avoid making the  
same mistakes in the current situation as well as in the 
future. 
According to Higashi, the sentiments toward the Ar-
abs and Muslims during the Gulf War were part of his 
motivation for the '92 remembrance. 
"The kind of University I regard UPS as is a place 
that encourages diverse points of view," Higashi said. 
"I came up with an idea, and the university was behind 
me all the time to make it happen. There are people on 
campus who might not agree with me, who might say 
that back then the internment camps were necessary. 
But that doesn't matter. The important thing is every-
one was free to express their thoughts." 
Higashi encourages students to take initiative and 
look into things they are passionate about. 
"UPS is where you can make it happen," Higashi 
said. 	 a 
Linh Hoang loves origami but making cranes is hard. 
CONT. FROM PAGE 1 
"The kind of University I regard UPS 
as is a place that encourages diverse 
points of view. I came up with an idea, 
and the University was behind me all 
the time to make it happen." 
— Scott Higashi 
Class of '91 
• 
The tour bus that the band is using dur-
ing this tour runs entirely on biodiesel. 
This concert will be about more than 
just the music. 
Starting at noon on Mar. 29 in the Ro-
tunda, there will be a roundtable discus-
sion about local environmental issues. A 
representative from Guster may partici-
pate. 
Every concert on the tour brings with 
it an "eco-village" sponsored by Project 
Reverb, www.reverbrock.org . 
At the UPS concert, an eco-friendly 
van will be parked right outside of the 
SUB or Fieldhouse and will give away 
all sorts of goodies. 
A Cliff & Luna Bar Consciousness Pa-
vilion will be set up as a place to learn 
about renewable energy and alternative  
fuels. Get involved in a local service-
learning project and offset personal en-
ergy use by buying a wind power Cool 
Tag TM  
Buying a tag is essentially a donation 
toward subsidizing a new wind turbine. 
It's a way that concert-goers can bal-
ance out their own fossil fuel energy 
use. 
Guster, for their part, also offers a 
chance to win a "meet and greet" with 
the band and to enter a raffle to win an 
autographed Guster guitar. 
Rock For A Remedy is sponsoring a 
food drive where the most prolific do-
nator will get to meet Guster after the 
show. Look for more information soon 
about how to get involved. 
City Year sponsors a community serv- 
ice project at every concert on the tour, 
tailored specifically to the needs of the 
local community and volunteers. 
In order to get 
involved with the 
project, e-mail 
Service Leader 
Matt Wilhelm at 
mwilhelm0 6 @ 
cityyear.org or call 
(603) 773-1788. 
Mackman noted 
that this tour is a 
perfect fit because 
of our campus ef-
forts at building a 
more sustainable 
community. 
"It's awesome to find a band that is 
so in tune with the current needs and 
desires of college students. I think that 
Guster's eco-friendly message is in line 
with student goals," 
Mackman said. 
Mackman advises 
that if you want to 
see the show, get your 
tickets right away be-
cause this genre-de-
fying band just might 
ell every seat in the 
house. 
"It's going to be 
amazing, but then 
again, it's music. And 
music is amazing," 
Mackman said. 
Evan Tucker bids a fond farewell to his 
adoring fans. 
"When thinking about what band to 
bring to campus this semester, I really 
wanted something the entire commu-
nity could enjoy. Guster crosses gen-
erations and genres, making it a very 
inclusive event." 
—Whitney Mackman 
ASUPS Programmer for 
Popular Entertainment 
• 
• 
Campus Crimes 
The following incidents occurred on campus between Mar. 8, 2006 and Mar. 21, 2006 and 
were reported to or observed by Security Services: 
A student reported her vehicle was damaged while it was parked in the lot near Thomp-
son Hall. She believes it was hit by another vehicle. 
A University staff member observed and reported a vehicle that was being operated in a 
reckless manner on N. Lawrence Street. The driver and vehicle caused damage to landscap-
ing in the area. 
A University staff member reported finding damage on the north side of the Library. 
Several windows were broken out by rocks that were presumably thrown from the outside. 
A student returned from Spring Break to discover her bicycle stolen. She said she locked it 
with a cable style lock in the University/Smith breezeway before leaving. 
A student reported his vehicle was broken into while it was parked on N. 18th Street near 
the Chapel. He said a GPS navigation system he had secured to the dash was stolen. 
Please contact Security immediately at extension 3311 if you observe suspicious activity 
on or near campus. If you have any information about the incidents described above please 
also report it. All information is kept confidential. 
• 
m 
WE SEE A FUTURE IN IT FOR YOU. 
Why, what do you see? 
A career in clinical psychology and a doctoral degree 
from George Fox University. 
Caring mentoring, Christian wortdview, national accreditation, 
and located in the beautiful Northwest. 
Boo-631-09m 
psyd.georgefox.edu 
CI GEORGE Fox UNIVERSITY 
OPEN-ENDED 
FORUM 
WHAT DO YOU THINK 
ABOUT UPSTART AND 
THEIR CAMPAIGN 
TACTICS? 
Matt Loewen, sophomore 
"I love animals too. And I love 
the products they produce." 
• 
Lindsey Mcauley, sophomore 
"In the long run, the in your 
face tactic is too abrasive and 
doesn't work. " 
Julian Stone-Kronberg, freshman 
"All those dead animal statis-
tics made me hungry. I had to 
eat before it went to waste." 
Max Karler, freshman 
"Their campaigns alienate the 
people they are trying to influ-
ence by making us feel like we 
are murderers and horrible 
people." 
Katie Azarow, junior 
"Animals were made to be 
eaten. Except for dogs, which 
were made to be petted." 
Erin Karn, senior 
"I think its bordering on har-
assment when it's right on your 
way to lunch, and if they're 
interfering with other clubs, 
like with RDG, it's crossing the 
line." 
• OPINIONS 
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Dumbing down democracy 
• 
By Seth Doherty 
sdoherty@ups.edu  
Opinions Writer 
As political strife, sectarian vio-
lence and the threat of civil war 
looms over Iraq, one thing is clear; 
this is not what President George W. 
Bush had in mind for the American 
people four years ago. 
This war has not made anyone safer and too many 
people have been hurt and killed. Unfortunately, it 
looks like this is just the beginning. 
On Feb. 23, the historic shrine in Samarra, one of the 
capitals of the Abbasid caliphate, was destroyed in an 
act of terrorism by militant groups 
tied to the Sunni sect. Shittes hold 
this shrine especially sacred. 
This has led to violence that has 
cost over 500 lives and has under-
mined United States efforts to dis-
band private armies and has led to 
calls for Iraqi Prime Minister Ibra-
him al-Jaafari to step down or not 
run for re-election. Despite claims 
by Bush administration officials 
that Iraq is nowhere near civil war, 
the threat of this is now very real. 
The violence has calmed, but it is 
yet another sign of the growing animosity and reminder 
of the real problems faced by the new Iraqi govern-
ment. 
It is evidence that despite what the Bush Administra-
tion has suggested, democracy cannot solve a nation's 
problems: we entered a war expecting easy solutions 
when there were none to be found. 
The American people are no more secure than they 
were before the War. Iraq did not have weapons of 
mass destruction and the U.S. engaged in what much 
of the world views as an imperialist, greedy and un-
necessary war. Much of the recent terrorism has stayed 
within Iraq and the Middle East, yet these attacks are 
continuingly unabated. 
Under the leadership of individuals like Abu Musab 
al-Zarqawi, head of Al-Qaeda in Mesopotamia, these 
acts of terrorism have reached new levels of violence, 
including more civilian and Muslim targets. 
	
the 	 Federal 
Government 
was fully aware 
of New Orleans' 
vulnerability. 
Any faith I 
had in GW over 
the Katrina issue 
evaporated after 
the videos were released 
to the public. 
Directly after the hur-
ricane hit, I felt the gov-
ernment did their best — I 
was defensive towards 
claims of a meager re-
sponse effort. 
Now I feel as though 
the President vacationed 
through his responsi-
bilities and could easily 
have avoided a few more 
deaths. His weak response 
is simply not tolerable. 
Presidential 
Incompetence 
	
Louisiana 	 Governor 
Kathleen Blanco declared 
a "state of emergency" on 
Aug. 26, three days before 
the levees were punctured 
and four days before they 
broke. Keep in mind, a 
"state of emergency" dec-
laration isn't entirely un-
common during hurricane 
season; Blanco had de-
clared one a month before 
during Hurricane Dennis. 
As Katrina approached, 
Mike Brown, the director 
This, of course, did not make things much better for 
the Iraqis, with the threat of violence and oppression 
coming from a seemingly unending supply of indi-
viduals ready to die, along with their targets and their 
causes. 
Without question, Saddam Hussein was a tyranni-
cal leader who oppressed the Iraqi people. It is a good 
thing he is gone, but only if the situation in Iraq can be 
stabilized and there are no longer outbreaks of violence 
that leave over 500 dead. 
Unfortunately, the time for easy solutions has long 
past and was wasted when the possibility existed. We 
no longer have the luxury of deciding whether to fol-
low United Nations regulations, to wait for absolute 
proof of weapons or to only go to war as a last resort. 
We should have used that luxury when we had it. 
The President decided on war, the 
American people caught his fever, 
Congress followed the votes and 
now we are faced with solutions 
that are not so easy to determine, 
yet alone put into motion. 
Now the U.S. is faced with tough 
choices about troop withdrawal and 
providing political support. Peo-
ple far more knowledgeable and 
smarter than myself cannot agree 
on solutions to these problems and 
may not even have clear answers. 
Do U.S. troops do more harm than 
good? How soon can Iraqi forces take over? Will 
certain candidates be more able to quell the violence? 
Does the U.S. have the right to support them? We are 
faced with many looming questions and simply inad-
equate answers. 
But I do know that this violence and death of the last 
several weeks and years was preventable had our presi-
dent not been so eager to send American youths to die 
for an unclear cause and, perhaps more importantly, 
had we not been so eager to send them. 
This violence and death could have been prevented if 
we not so eager to take steps towards war. Now such 
a solution seems beyond reach. Hindsight solves lit-
tle and there are immediate problems to address. Too 
many innocent people have already died for nothing. 
Seth Doherty is downright sick of the war and our crusade 
for democracy. 
CARTOON COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES 
A depiction of the response that cartoonist Steve Bell envi-
sions Bush as giving. 
of the Federal Emergen-  diction that a levy breach 
cy Management Agency was highly likely. This 
(FEMA), said to Bush at conference took place on 
this time: "We're going to Aug. 28, the day before 
need everything that we the storm hit. 
can possibly muster, not Leading up to the Fed-
only in this state and in the eral relief effort, Bush was 
region, but the Nation, to on vacation in Texas and 
respond to this event." giving Medicare speeches 
This was after present- in California and Arizona. 
ing him with the Army These speeches were 
Corp. of Engineers pre-  made despite the White 
SEE BUSH PAGE 7 
 
• 
By Zach Uhlmann 
zuhimann@ups.edu  
Opinions 
Writer 
President Bush 
is finally record-
ing approval rat-
ings reflective of his sub-
par quality, one quarter of 
the way through his sec-
ond term. 
A recent CNN poll found 
the most commonly asso-
ciated word with Bush to 
be "incompetent." It was 
previously "honest." 
Maybe the two go hand 
in hand, but there's an as-
sortment of reasons for 
presidential disapproval: 
the Social Security pro-
posal that bottomed out, 
war disapproval, the Su-
preme Court nominee who 
withdrew, etc. 
Yet above all, the vid-
eo footage of a confer-
ence in which Bush was 
warned of the high prob-
ability of levy failure at 
Lake Pontchartrain prior 
to Hurricane Katrina was 
the administration's worst 
mistake. 
Post-Katrina, Bush pub-
licly affirmed that no one 
at the Federal level could 
have predicted the inten-
sity of Hurricane Katrina. 
It is now apparent that 
It is evidence that despite what 
the Bush Administration has sug-
gested, democracy cannot solve 
all of a nation's problems. We 
entered the war expecting easy 
solutions when there were none 
to be had. 
• Bush drowns in floods of deserved Name 
• An exploration into the details of Hurricane Katrina 
proves incompetence on the part of the administration 
Every step you take kills 
a Wind, pregnant, albino 
PHIL MOORE 
Pranks are the essence of school spirit 
OPINIONS 
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Moon Lunacy 
China is spacing out 
on national priorities 
By Max Burke-Scoll 
mscoll@ups.edu  
Opinions Writer 
Imagine for a moment that you 
are the absolute leader of roughly 
1.3 billion souls; of these 1.3 bil-
lion about 21% have yet to even hit 
puberty. Your job is to ensure their 
future livelihoods and wellbeing. Managing the larg-
est civilian population on Earth is no easy task. 
With the rural unemployment rate floating at a rosy 
20% and a burgeoning population you are left scram-
bling for an outlet. 
What are you going to do when those additional 
300 million children become men and women need-
ing employment, food and shelter? Assuming you fol-
low current political currents amid similarly sized and 
strained economies, the popular decision is to send 
three of them to the moon. 
Despite some obvious pitfalls for the endeavor, tile 
Los Angeles Times reported earlier this month that the 
Chinese Space Agency has set the date for a manned 
moon landing at 2017. They are not alone in what is 
being heralded as the new space race. Japan seems 
willing to simply robotically probe the moon, aiming 
to land a robot by 2013. India's Chandrayaan-1 mis-
sion to be launched in 2007 will study the moons polar 
regions at a neat price tag of 100 million U.S. dollars. 
In fact, NASA plans for their own manned moon 
mission in 2018, a full 46 years since they were last 
there; the price for our previous series of visits, $150 
billion in today's dollars. 
Obviously the moon is not a realistic solution to the 
population and poverty of China, Chinese officials 
have never argued that it would be. With a plate full 
of domestic and social problems facing a growing but 
juvenile market economy, what business do develop-
ing countries such as China have spending billions of 
dollars attempting a manned moon mission? 
Take my advice. We have already been to the moon, 
a few times, and we proved it is in fact not made of 
cheese. So what's the draw? The moon cannot be 
that tantalizing a trip, as we haven't been back since 
Apollo 17 in 1972. 
Realizing how hip retro is right now does not seem a 
strong enough argument to justify the billions of dol-
lars in research and technological development neces-
sary for the trip. 
To further dissuade potential "taikonauts" is a long 
history of failed space exploration by China and even 
the industry-standard American programs, most nota-
bly the Challenger and recently the Columbia disas-
ters. 
What realistic reason does China have to spend bil-
lions on such an abstractly beneficial program? Do 
these fledgling Asian space programs aim to militarize 
and commercialize space as George Bush does? 
Is, their aim to have robots shooting robots shooting 
satellites? Or will China be willing to auction one of 
its coveted seats to some billionaire adventure junkie 
as Russia recently has? Industry specialists such as 
NASA's Wendell Mendell see the lunar landing as a 
more symbolic right of passage for China. 
If you can send humans into space, you can play 
with the big boys. Could there be a better symbol for 
a nation's prowess and success than sending an infini-
tesimal portion of your population to explore a barren 
desert? The author suggests building something big. 
Maybe something we could see from space. A really 
big long wall perhaps? 
Max Burke-Scoll would like China to think about more 
important things, like the Beijing Olympics and taking over 
the world. 
Want to be part of The Trail staff? 
Tired of what you see in the Opinions 
Section? Become a paid writer! 
Apply today at tradops@ups.edui  
By Russell Howe 
rhowe@ups.edu 
 
Senior Opinions Writer 
Crime is on the rise on our cam-
pus. Students are being mugged 
as they walk to class, murders are 
taking place only a few blocks from 
classrooms, and, worst of all, stu-
dents are continually parking in the library lot despite 
the fact that it is designated for staff only. (Only the 
most heinous would take parking away from our be-
loved staff.) 
Amidst all of this darkness, however, I would like 
to focus on a crime that should not go unnoticed dur-
ing this time of rampant 
criminal mischief. 
A few weeks ago, the 
track team posted flyers 
around campus confirm- 
ing what many had sus- 
pected for some time: 
one of the greatest sym- 
bols of the track team, a 
long, painted tree branch 
known as the "Track 
Log," which normally 
resides outside the Track 
House, had been stolen. 
While I do not know who 
the culprits of this crime 
are or the reasoning for 
their actions, I would like 
to say this: well done. 
Now let me state up 
front that I have nothing 
against the track team. 
I do not dislike them or 
wish them any ill will. 
I'm sure they are all fine 
individuals who each add 
character and grace to 
this university. 
However, the fact is that they are victims of a prac-
tical joke and as much as I might wish it otherwise, 
my reaction to their plight is one of mirth — hilarious, 
ground-shaking, rib-jarring, donkey-laughing mirth. 
This log hijacking has made me realize that it is all 
too easy to let the scummy and increasingly violent be-
havior of Tacoma creep into the atmosphere of cam-
pus. 
It's come to the point that students are afraid to walk 
around campus alone or make eye contact with stran-
gers. This is not the atmosphere we desire at UPS. We 
want a UPS that is fun to attend — a place full of mer-
riment, good cheer and hordes of adolescents consum-
ing large quantities of cheap beer ... and learning too, 
I suppose. 
I realize that someone stealing the Track Log may not 
seem like a step towards making a happier campus, but 
that's exactly what it is. 
Such pranks show that a certain element has not been 
lost from our campus, an element my dad calls "tom-
foolery," my mom calls "monkey business" and my  
friend Conner calls "slap-dickery." 
If UPS is to stand out as a university in any way, 
more students need to engage in such foolish behavior. 
Pranks should abound at UPS. Our motto should be 
"UPS: Pranks Abound Here." 
Okay, we might want to get a PR firm to come in and 
snazz that up a bit, but the bottom line is that the UPS 
campus should be a place where students feel comfort-
able playing jokes on other students. 
Before everyone runs off to plan the ultimate joke, let 
me fully explain what makes a prank funny and accept-
able, and what makes a prank vicious and illegal. 
For all my talk touting the greatness of pranks, it will 
do nobody any good to erase your roommate's term pa-
per and then laugh in his or her face screaming "Got 
you good, f**ker!" Pranks like that will do nothing but 
breed contempt and hatred in 
your roommate, which is never 
a good thing. Remember, you 
have to sleep next to them. 
A joke should never involve 
the risk of sending someone to 
the hospital. This seems like 
common sense, but it seems 
like every year somewhere in 
the country, a fraternity pledge 
dies because his frat brothers 
thought it would be funny to 
make him drink beer until he ... 
dies. I know; I don't understand 
frats either. 
Another guideline is that a 
prank should be funny for eve-
ryone involved. This means 
that if a joke is played on a guy, 
that guy should be able to laugh 
about it along with everyone 
else. 
He should not run away cry-
ing and spend the next couple of 
days writing bad poetry about 
how cruel the world is in his di-
ary. 
Of course, this does not mean 
it has to be funny for that girl who sits in the back of 
class and never smiles, because that girl will never find 
anything funny. 
With those basic rules in mind, feel free to experi-
ment. Go wild. Practical jokes and harmless pranks 
make the college life a bit more bearable, along with 
beef jerky and free ketchup packets. 
As luck would have it, the perfect opportunity is ar-
riving for pranks to be made — April Fools Day. Let's 
not give in to the campus muggings, mall shootings and 
off-campus homicides; let's make this campus what 
we want it to be, a land full of unexpected and funny 
pranks. Let's make this the best April Fools day in UPS 
history. 
The track team may be missing their log, but in the 
long run, their loss is a gain for UPS. I'm sure their log 
will be returned to them soon, and after a while they 
will be able to laugh at their log's disappearance. Just 
like the rest of campus is doing. 
Russel Howe takes no responsibility for any loss or damage 
caused by pranks incited by this article. 
The Track 
log. 
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Campus 
From the '01 archives: Alternate strategies for 
dealing with violent youth must be investigated 
By Rayna Flye 
Opinions Writer 
America's way of treating crimes committed by 
youth is out of hand and obviously not working, be-
cause the same crimes keep being committed. Our 
current system treats children's emotions and mo-
tives the same as adult's. 
We assume these kids are bad, and that the real 
solution is to punish and remove them permanently 
from society. Rehabilitation is considered to be an-
other failed "lefty" idea. 
Root causes are deemed irrelevant, because these 
children are obviously inherently evil. 
I'll be the first to admit that there may be some 
children out there that are 
evil. If you have ever seen the 	  
black-and-white movie, "The 
Bad Seed," you know what I 
mean. 
I have a hunch, however, that 
the majority of the kids com-
mitting crimes are not spawned 
from the devil. Instead of look-
ing at "Old Sparky" for a solu-
tion to this problem, we should 
concentrate on why these kids 
are committing crimes and what can we do realisti-
cally to properly punish them without taking away 
their opportunity for a productive "outside" life. 
As a society, we are responsible not only for pun-
ishing criminals, but for discovering reasons behind 
the crime. Is it malice or a deeper reason? Thus, 
throwing these kids into jail, without being fully 
aware of the growing trend of school shootings, is 
not going to solve the problem. 
If the problem has its roots in excessive school 
bullying, installing metal detectors in schools is not 
going to solve the problem; it will only force would-
be attackers to use different weapons, which would 
not be detected. 
Maybe we should ask why bullies feel their actions 
are harmless, or why some children cannot properly 
control their anger. Perhaps we can look at preoc-
cupied parents and counselors who aren't properly 
conscious of children with pent-up anger. 
Better yet, we should examine middle and high 
schools' adminstrators' philosophy of "boys will be 
boys" and "it's just a little teasing" as causes of the 
problem. If we don't look at causes, we won't ever 
find solutions that fix the root of problems. 
If we jump straight to punishments before search-
ing for reasons, we might as well start building more 
prisons — the problem won't go away unless treated 
correctly. 
The current system is not helping. The idea of "an 
adult crime deserves an adult punishment" is not ap-
propriate for children. Take the example of Lionel 
Tate. He was given a life sentence for what the jury 
determined was the intentional death of a six-year 
old playmate. Tate is only 14. 
The sentence was so dramatic that the Florida State 
prosecutor asked for leniency, and some of the same 
jury members that convicted Tate supported this re- 
quest. Even if this sentence 
is reduced, let us make a few 
assumptions about what will 
occur. Any boy placed with 
hardened criminals is not 
going to leave "reformed" 
and well-adjusted. 
You simply cannot place 
a child in that situation and 
expect him to grow up into 
a model citizen. He loses 
any chance at learning how 
to conduct himself correctly and becomes a victim 
of his surroundings. He will most likely reoffend. A 
punishment appropriate for an 18-year-old is not fit 
for a 14-year-old. 
We also need to look at the types of crimes to judge 
seriousness. Kids sometimes make stupid choices. I 
don't think this is a new concept to anyone. 
If a kid steals a car or a pair of sunglasses on a 
dare, yes, it is dumb, but it does not deserve a sen-
tence similar to those suited for an adult, who's in-
tentions are likely to be different. 
Stupid crimes deserve public shame so they are 
not repeated, not jail time. 
If there is one thing that teens do not like, it is 
public humiliation. Stick a sandwich board on their 
necks, and let burning shame act as a deterrent for 
non-violent crimes. 
We need to examine if the status quo is actually 
fixing the problem or ignoring its causes. I'd rather 
have a lifetime sentence and a jail bed ready and 
waiting for a child molester or drug kingpin than for 
a kid who can't even shave yet. 
Stupid crimes deserve public shame 
so they are not repeated. Stick a sand-
wich board on their necks, and let burn-
ing shame act as a deterrent for non- 
violent crimes. 
Want to see your name 
in the paper? 
We encourage faculty 
editorials! 
Write to us: 
trailops@ups.edu  
g () ky Coco 's 
Men's and Wornep.'s 
Contemporary Cloth ing 
10% student discount when you mention 
this ad! 
We sell brands such as: 
7 for all Man Kind, True Religion Brand Jeans, 
Antik Denim, Lacoste, Michael Stars, James 
Perse, Trunk Ltd., Grail, Diane Von 
Furstenburg, Modern Amusement, 
and much more! 
50 St. Helen's Ave. Tacoma, WA 98402 
253.214.0606 
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House's knowledge of levy complications on Aug. 29 
and 30. 
Finally, on Aug. 31, Bush flew over the Gulf Coast. 
This is quite a delayed response for the most powerful 
man in America. 
According to sourcewatch.com , no real Federal relief 
effort was made until the night of Aug. 31. 
Governor Blanco even asked FEMA for buses to 
evacuate on Aug. 29, but never saw them, and was 
forced to commandeer vehicles on Aug. 31. 
Later in the week, death estimates arrived, video 
coverage of the Superdome saturated the news and in 
the process, criticism heated up. 
It's already been established that GW messed up big 
time, and Republicans are suffering in the polls for it, 
but Katrina shed light on an important issue: the De-
partment of Homeland Security. 
A Sprawling Bureaucracy 
FEMA was an independent agency before it was 
consolidated under Homeland Security by President 
Bush after 9/11. Bush's goal with the Department of 
Homeland Security was to interconnect all facets of 
the government to create faster response times to na-
tional emergencies and, in particular, terrorist attacks. 
Many feel that this attempted conglomerate has cre-
ated a "sprawling bureaucracy." In other words, the 
government is as big as before, but is controlled by 
strings and levers that are now far too little. 
Different government agencies are categorized under 
the Department of Homeland Security, basically limit- 
	  ing and restricting 
their capabilities. 
The President half-a**ed This is very ap- parent when tak- 
the relief effort, and then lied ing into consid- 
... the President needs to learn eration the fact 
	
some urgency in issues 	 that Mike Brown, 
	
unrelated to terrorism. 	 the past director 
of FEMA, was es-
sentially ignored 
by President 
Bush. 
Obviously something is not in working order if 
FEMA and the Army Corp. of Engineers spend money 
and time assessing a domestic situation with dire con-
sequences and deliver their professional opinions, and 
then the President does not take action in prevention, 
evacuation, protection or any other such progression. 
Conclusion 
In all fairness, the President was not the sole reason 
for the delayed response. He just happened to ignore 
the problem for one night too long and then tried to act 
like he was never informed of it. 
Besides, why was the city itself not equipped with 
necessary supplies and a solid evacuation plan, includ-
ing the hospitals and nursing homes where nearly 100 
people died, some from being stranded? 
According to the New York Times, The Louisiana 
transportation secretary, Johnny B. Bradberry, admit-
ted that, "We had no plans in place to evacuate nursing 
homes and hospitals.' 
The New York Times also claims that despite request 
for inflatable boats, generators and emergency food, 
the only city resources available were three small in-
flatable police boats. 
The Bush Administration is not the only caretaker 
of the United States, but it's legitimate to blame them 
when they handicapped an already effective govern-
ment agency (FEMA), then hit the mute button on 
their domestic monitoring tools. 
The President half-a**ed the relief effort, and then 
lied. I realize no one hijacked planes and crashed 
them into New Orleans' Ninth Ward and the St.. Ber-
nard Parishes, but the President needs to learn some 
urgency in issues unrelated to terrorism. 
Zach Uhlmann has learned his lesson well and will never 
put any such faith in our president again. 
We want to know what you think! 
How do you feel about the Government's 
response to Katrina? 
Submit your Letters to the Editor to us 
now @ trailops@ups.edu . 
Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily 
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail en-
courages all readers to respond to all articles or 
important issues by writing a letter to the Editor. 
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are 
printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board. 
The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter 
that is submitted for publication. Letters must 
be signed with a full name and contact informs-;, 
tion and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays 
Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu  or de 
livered through the mail to CMB 1095. 
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VISIT OUR OPEN HOUSE AND   
DISCOVER WHAT A GLOBAL 
MEDICAL EDUCATION CAN DO  
FOR YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD : 
MEDICAL SCHOOL AND VETERINARY SCHOOL 
OPEN HOUSE PRESENTATION 
Seattle, WA 
April 11. 2006 
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Time: 6:30 — 8:00 pm 
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1 (800) 899-6337 EXT 280 WWW.SGU.EDU/OPENHOUSE  
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Beer pong owns table as competitive sport 
By Eric Englund 
eenglund@ups.edu  
Campus Bubble Editor 
Beer pong has emerged as one of the most popular 
games in North America. Set foot on a college campus 
on a Thursday, Friday or Saturday night (actually on 
any night of the week) and you are sure to find willing 
competitors up for a match. 
I surmise that at higher educational facilities, ping 
pong tables are purchased and used more frequently for 
beer pong than the sport they are actually intended for. 
What is it about beer pong that draws so many beer 
connoisseurs and drinking game lovers to the ping pong 
table? How many different variations are played na-
tionally? Perhaps these questions cannot be accurately 
answered, but it is an interesting topic to delve into. 
Beer pong has become such a culturally significant 
game that it is now considered a sport. It even has a 
listing at Wikipedia.com, and is defined as follows; 
"Beer Pong (also known as Beirut) is a drinking game 
that involves propelling a table tennis ball across a table 
with the goal of making the ball land in one of several 
cups of beer. The game generally involves two teams, 
each composed of two people. Once a player is scored 
upon, he/she is supposed to consume the entire amount 
of beer (or other beverage) that resides in the cup where 
the ball landed. When one of the teams has scored in all 
of their opponents' cups, the game is won." 
The National Beer Pong League has collected data 
about beer pong from all over the nation and has high-
lighted some of the most prominent rules and variations. 
Facts regarding this organization can be viewed online 
at http://www.nbpl.net . 
Besides discussing the differences in the sport within 
the countKy, the site contains everything from histori-
cal hall-of-fame players to enjoyable musical selections 
that are most aesthetically pleasing while participating 
in a match. 
When entering the "Rules/Variations" section of 
the website, you must first respond to the question of 
whether or not you are playing with paddles. This may 
sound baffling to those from the West Coast. 
I have never witnessed beer pong played with a pad-
dle on this side of the country, but while spending time 
at both Yale and Trinity in Connecticut during spring 
break, I noticed many students opting for beer pong 
with makeshift ping pong paddles that have had their 
handles removed. This seems to change the entire di-
chotomy of the game, but can still be classified as a type 
of beer pong. 
I entered the section that does not include paddles, and 
was shocked to see so many different versions. Nearly 
100 different sets of rules were posted. The following 
are some examples; Long Island Style, Virginia rules, 
Bounce Pong, Philly Style, Triangle Pong, 3-D Beer 
Pong, East Coast Beirut, 10-Cup, 21-Cup, 100-Cup 
West Coast Beer Pong. 
Anyone is welcome to submit their own version, 
which is posted on the site at the discretion of the Na-
tional Beer Pong League. However, they will never be 
able to accurately list all of the variations, as everyone 
who owns a table has their own "house rules." 
Although it would be fantastic to unite beer pong play-
ers worldwide with a standard set of rules, it is unlikely 
to happen. However, the reason so many people love to 
play is much more universal. 
Whether you play to distract yourself from all of the 
beer you are consuming, or you love athletics and view 
PHOTO COURTESY OF HTTP://WWW.NBPLNET  
A beautiful rack waiting to be targeted with precision accu- 
beer pong as a combination of two of your favorite hob-
bies, it cannot be denied that the nature of the game cre-
ates a competitive atmosphere that far surpasses that of 
any other drinking game. 
According to Wikipedia, "While having a simple 
premise, the game has a great depth of skill and strategy 
with different kinds of shots, cooperative planning, and 
a large element of confrontational psychology." 
These elements combined with the debilitating ef-
fects of alcohol create a complex, alluring game, or as 
many argue, a sport. Although a different type of fit-
ness is needed to "hold the table" and continue to win 
games, there is no question that the competitive nature 
and mental ability needed to stay on top make beer pong 
more than just an ordinary drinking game. 
•Eric Englund loves partaking in heated games of beer pong. 
University Jazz Band 
with guest Charles 
McPherson 
Mar. 28 
7:30 p.m. 
Schneebeck Concert Hall 
Tickets available at the door for $5 
Guster 
7:30 p.m. 
Mar. 29 
@ the Fieldhouse 
Tickets available at the 
Info Center 
$10 for UPS students 
$18 for the general public 
Dro 
Dean of St 
will be 
drop-in visits 
1:30 — 
each w 	 r in her 
office in Wheelock 
Student Center 208. 
Feel free to stop by if you have 
an issue to discuss or Just want 
to get acquainted. 
Hope to see you there! 
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UPS HIGHLIGHTS 
Logger Baseball vs. 
Pacific Lutheran 
Mar. 26 @ noon 
@ the Fieldhouse 
At Kittredge This Weekend: 
Cris Bruch and Sally Schu 
Mar. 24-26 
HOURS: F: 10 A.M.-5 P.M. S: NOON-5 P.M. 
CAMPUS FILMS 
MAR 24-26: Aeon Flux 
MC 103 FRI @ 9:30 P.M. & MIDNIGHT 
SAT @ 8 & 10:30 P.M. 
SUN @ 6 & 8:30 P.M. 
Got an event you'd like to 
publicize? 
E-mail The Trail at trail@ups.edu 
 
• 
I 
• 
Interested in Photography? 
The Trail is looking for our input! 
Submit your photos to 
trailbubble@ups.edu  
for your chance to be 
• 
• 
S 
it 
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EVENTS CALENDAR 
11 SEATTLE  
FRIDAY MAR. 24 
8 p.m. Chris Brown at the Showbox Theatre 
10:30 p.m. Ron White at the Paramount Theatre 
SUNDAY MAR. 26 
4:30 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs. the San Antonio Spurs at Key 
Arena 
7:30 p.m. The OJays at the Paramount Theatre 
TUESDAY MAR. 28 
7:30 p.m. Authority Zero, Another Damn Disappointment, Poor-
sport, Mugen and Agent Apathy at El Corazon 
WEDNESDAY MAR. 29 
9:30 p.m. Arctic Monkeys at the Crocodile Cafe 
FRIDAY MAR. 31 
7 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs. the Los Angeles Lakers at the Key 
Arena 
SATURDAY APR. 1 
8 p.m. Thursday and Minus The Bear at El Corazon 
SUNDAY APR. 2 
7:30 p.m. Local Tacoma band Dudley at Studio 7 
MONDAY APR. 3 
6 p.m. Taking Back Sunday at the Showbox Theater  
TACOMA  
FRIDAY MAR. 24 
9 p.m. Amadan and Rousing Irish Rock at Jazzbones 
SATURDAY MAR. 25 
8:30 p.m. Deep Trout Tour: Walter Trout and The Radical are per-
forming at Jazzbones 
SUNDAY MAR. 26 
7 p.m. Craig Schulman is performing Heroes, Monsters and Madmen 
at Pantages Theatre 
WEDNESAY MAR. 29 - FRIDAY MAR. 31 
11 a.m.- 8 p.m. Tacoma Dome Boat Show. 2007 models being in-
troduced for the first time 
STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK 
"Authority Zero is performing at El 
Corazon on Mar. 28 at 7:30 p.m." 
—Drew Gemmer, A&E Editor 
"Arctic Monkeys is performing at the 
Crocodile Cafe on Mar. 29 at 9:30 p.m." 
— Katie Azarow, Opinions Editor 
"Guster is performing in the 
Fieldhouse on Mar. 29 at 7:30 p.m." 
—Chelsea Taylor, News Editor 
CALM 
HIGH VOLT 
FEATURES 
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A small group of UPS students have chosen to spend Spring Break on the streets o a poor 
black neighborhood. As they walk from house-to-house, throngs of children, unaccustomed to sceing 
so many white faces, follow close on their heels. Residents watch with wide inquisitive e 
	 as 
Caucasian safety bubble sets to work aiding in the recovery effort — six months after the ct. 
The students bring naivete, but they also bring hope. A group of students have set t to pro-
vide relief for victims of Hunicale Katrina. It is six months after the storm and most of the residents 
still have not returned. Public s 
	 have 
workers are threatened with arre for 
cal businesses are gone. It is six 
changing levels4of now-receded- t 
of six still lie on top of houses, a silent reminder of what the residents of New Orleans 
un 
ity this would not be happening. For those who 
See the faces of the marginalized co 
n Luther King Jr. Elementary School 
bsded. A group of community member , . 
s, defied the orders of the local go\ ernment 
ore thatk 
	 ans made one of the 
rofound sta en s abo 
onverged upon a bul 
vie*onie," but the Natio 
4•0' The struggle of me 
uth Affita, by.14uslims in Bosnia, by the Tutsi in -Rwanda and is being fought today, 
cans New Orleans. Indeed, in today's struggle, we must counter something f wor 
ide. We must combat forgetting. 
In an unfathomable 1 	 scope of destruction. focusing on 11-110V111L' one branch, or on a It 
of unidentified rotting crumble at a time, is the only way I can keep going in those moment 
ked for so many hours. Just narrowing my focus, noticing the improvements in a small 
e. and in the wider context, the hope that emerges from the small spaces, the single 
dividuals, hearing, digesting, weeping and embracing their words and faces that emerge from such 
deep pocket of sorrow. It's easy to pass over because it's so sunny here and people are so willing to 
chat and joke around, but it's there deep down. I love that so much. People take time for each other. 
It's such a genuine way to live. I don't think I'll come back quite the same person I left. 
Gloria Treseder 
een reopened. Hospitals remain in ruins. Relief 
passing on public property if they begin rebuilding. Lo- 
s later and waterlogged cars still Elie the streets, 
	 ng the 
is flood-waters. Refrigerators once used as life rafts f 
	 family 
ye endured. 
... __ 
It is six months 
	 ' d bodies, - i 1 	 ing, rn 
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aided by th stly-white college age 
and risked 	 ginning. 	 ast week in 
o race relations in this coh 
-named after the father of in 
edia was nowhere to be found. 
orragainst forgetting is a universal one. It has been fought by 
This Spring Break a number of UPS students travelled 
the humanitarian relief efforts being undertaken to rebuild 
One group of 18 UPS students was organized by Bridg 
and travelled to New Orleans in cooperation with Common 
house went to New Orleans and Pascagoula in cooperation 
Hurricane Katrina was the deadliest and costliest hurri 
and created $75 billion of damage, making it one of the w 
with accusations of unpreparedness and negligent relief e 
Formed over the Bahamas on Aug. 23, 2006, Katrina m.  
minimal damage and was downgraded to a tropical storm 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico. After idling in the Gulf, Ka 
over 175 MPH recorded on Aug. 28. Katrina made landfall 
between 120 and 130 MPH, wreaking havoc on much of the 
 
Record storm surges came ashore, flooding many coal 
below sea-level between Lake Pontchartrain and the Mis • 
through the levees and flooded much of the city. Many ex 
but no efforts were made to improve upon the aging levee 
unpreparedness that cost so many lives and did so much d • 
Beyond New Orleans, much of the Mississippi coast re 
was just as severe, though it received substantially less me 
It was amid this destruction, still overwhelming almost s 
their return to UPS, they have decided to share their reflecti 
I • 
• 
The Bridges Over Troubled Water group, who nicknamed themselves the "Puge Pants 
Krewe," spent their Spring break helping in the south. The group included Peter Daniels, 
Ian Jaray, Cymon Kersch, Lindsay McAuley, Drew Cameron, TaReva Warrick-Stone, 
Lisa Monge, Nicole Marshall, Gloria Treseder, Whitney Mackman, Jared Vaux, Elisibeth 
Becker, Sam Christman, Erin Swieter, Jen McFadden, Katie Plumb, Lauren Whaley and 
Brooke Comeli. A group of 14 from Lighthouse helped aid efforts in the south as well. 
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FEATURES 
Orleans, Louisiana and Pascagoula, Mississippi to assist in 
devastation wrought by Hurricane Katrina. 
r Troubled Water, a new UPS club formed by Peter Daniels, 
Another group of 14 UPS students organized through Light-
rward Edge International. 
er to hit the United States. Katrina claimed over 1,500 lives 
1 disasters in U.S. history. Scandal framed the entire ordeal, 
levelled against both state and federal agencies. 
t landfall on the Florida panhandle on Aug. 25. The storm did 
tinued westward, but was rapidly strengthened by the warm 
nsified into a category five hurricane, with sustained winds of 
orning in Louisiana as a category three hurricane, with winds 
r New Orleans area and the Mississippi coast. 
munities. New Orleans — with 80% of its metropolitan area 
er — was particularly devastated as the storm surge broke 
recent years have warned of just such an impending disaster, 
, one factor that lead to overwhelming public outcry to the 
as also crushed by the wind and storm surge. The devastation 
rage the destruction of New Orleans. 
onths later, that UPS students spent their Spring Break. Upon 
reactions. 
By Rachel Decker 
rdecker@ups.ed 
Editor in Chief 
Favorite bands are like worn loafers, your 
own bed, soft breezes in the summer, your 
mother's best brownies, the smell of your 
	  
grandfather's hair gel and smoke, your fa- 
vorite chair. They become close to you. They're fa-
miliar. They make you feel good. 
My favorite band is the Weakerthans, a small band 
from Canada. They have been my favorite since 
my sophomore year of college. During high school 
I claimed Incubus, and yes, they knew how to rock 
it, but once I'd heard the Weakerthans, it seemed all 
other competition was blown out of the water. 
Lead singer and lyricist John K. Samson is one of 
my personal heroes (next to Robert Pinsky and my 
best friend Erin Murray). His lyrics seem to transcend 
all topics — love, loss. anger, resentment, fear. tradi-
tion. newness, closure, seasons, mood — you name it, 
he's covered it. Samson sings about writing "lousy 
poetry," watching "spring forward, fall back' and my 
personal favorite, wanting to "fall asleep to the beat of 
you breathing." 
And then there's the music. The Weakerthans of-
fer more than just lyrics — they're also quite lovely 
musicians. The drum solo on "This is a Fire Door We 
Never Leave Open" blows me away every time, the 
way it builds and builds until it explodes and erupts, 
splintering pieces of energy everywhere. It makes you 
wish you were Jason Tait, pounding drumsticks like 
there's no tomorrow. But despite a contrast in speed. 
the group's slower-paced songs are also comparatively 
incredible. In "One Great City!" Samson plays alone 
with an acoustic guitar, slowly picking through a few 
chords as he describes the idleness of Winnipeg, Can-
ada. The melody and lyrics complement each other, as 
Samson's recurring chords mimic the redundant bus 
rides, traffic and grey days that give Winnipeg life in 
his lyrics. 
It is hard to nail down a single favorite Weaker-
thans song, as all of them are good, but "My Favorite 
Chords," off 2000's Left and Leaving, is definitely 
one of them. It doesn't have the same driving beat 
as some of their other tunes, but its lyrics alone are 
what steal the show nonetheless. The beat is slow and 
soft, with soft drums that seem more like an 
afterthought than a driving rhythmic force, 
and the first lyrics are spoken even before 
the melody starts. 
In some ways, this is a sweet love song, but 
more importantly, it provides a great, broad 
scope of the surrounding world — Samson 
starts by describing and protesting what he 
sees around him, gradually zeroing in on his 
significant other in his life — whether it be 
his friend, his lover or his partner in crime. 
Yet throughout, he references his city and a bit of the 
corruptness he sees, claiming that they're "tearing up 
streets again" and that the "mayor's out killing kids to 
keep taxes down." Samson wishes he had a "socket 
set to dismantle" the morning. 
My favorite part of this song is the middle verse, in 
which Samson describes a better world for the two of 
them: 
Hey I found the safest place to keep all our tender-
ness. Keep all our bad ideas. Keep all our hope. 
It's here in the smallest bones, the feet and the in-
ner ear. It's such an enormous thing to walk and to 
listen. I'd like to fall asleep to the beat of you 
breathing in a room near a truck stop on a highway 
somewhere 
What I love most about these lyrics is their simplic-
ity. Samson doesn't suggest anything over the top or 
complicated, but manages to make seemingly naive, 
simple suggestions become complex in thought. "It's 
such an enormous thing to walk and to listen" is true 
but often not realized. This simple idea adds to the 
depth of not only his lyrics but his subject matter —
although the realization is small, it accurately conveys 
Samson's pure, true feelings. 
And "the beat of you breathing?" That line is hard to 
beat and picks the song up at the very moment its ut-
tered, with quiet drums to carry it and Samson's voice 
accentuating the "b" of the words "beat" and "breath-
ing." The alliteration and sweetness of the thought 
stand out as though the verse were simply building 
until culminating in these beats of breath. 
Such sweet realizations are a large part of why I love 
this song and these lyrics — Samson's tone and lyrics 
exude sweetness and honesty. He speaks of finding 
tenderness and hope in the smallest bones, and falling 
asleep in a truck stop on some highway. The lyrics are 
all so humanizing — small thoughts we might think, 
yet enormous in their magnitude and depth of mean-
ing. And the song goes on to describe more about the 
two of them: 
You are a radio. You are an open door. I am a faulty 
string of blue Christmas lights. You swim through 
frequencies. You let that stranger in. as I'm 
blinking off and on and off again. We've got a lot 
of time. Or maybe we don't, but I'd like to think so, 
so let me pretend. 
We can each relate to being a faulty string of blue 
Christmas lights — just a bit off, all the time, yet still 
searching for those who radiate and stream through 
frequencies to light up our worlds. I love that Sam-
son admits there isn't much time, but that he'll pretend 
otherwise. It's such a human, natural thing to do: to 
want that which we cannot have or have control of. 
These characters are running out of time, in a way, but 
he still wants to meet this person after work tonight, 
fall asleep to the beat of their breathing. The situation 
may be slightly unattainable, and he may faultily blink 
off and on again, but he's still willing to try. This is 
the hope he speaks of finding in those tiny bones. He 
has found this hope not just in the inner ear and feet, 
but also in this lover. this friend. this lover he sings 
about. 
It's hard not to absolutely, passionately love this 
song and what Samson sings of. In fact, I d probably 
give my left leg just to be the one Samson is singing 
about. But I'll settle for being a listener, a listener who 
appreciates how much sweeter and down-to-earth this 
song becomes every time I hear it. It's a song we all 
can relate to — whether it is in the protest of city poli-
cies, love, friendship, time, simplicity, or, my favorite, 
little thoughts and struggles we'll continue to pursue 
and love. 
I'll leave you with the final verse, because it is one 
of the sweetest parts of the song, and provides a per-
fect ending. And its meaning is up for your interpreta-
tion, as I'm not sure I could ever perfectly describe it. 
So, this time, I'll let you: 
These are my favorite chords. I know you like them 
too. When I get a new bauitar, you can have this one 
and sing me a lullaby. Sing me the alphabet. Sing 
me a story I haven't heard yet 
Rachel Decker still remembers the favorite chords she 
heard freshman year. 
The AMP 16. My Favorite Chords by The Weakerthans 
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
The internet provides staggering opportunities for music geeks everywhere 
By Nick Martens 
nmartens@ups.edu  
A&E Writer 
The theory goes that the major 
record labels should bring the 
best new music to the public. Af-
ter all, in this era of digital pro-
duction, publicity is the major's 
last stronghold, the only facility 
it possesses that an independ-
ent label doesn't. It has become 
increasingly obvious, however, 
that the majors have failed their 
charge and that today's best mu-
sic flies under the radar, bereft 
of the benefit of an advertising 
giant. Luckily, the vast reach of 
the Internet has picked up the 
slack, and it is now easy to dis-
cover, support and acquire music 
through exclusively independent 
channels. 
The fall of modem radio (KUPS 
notwithstanding) is truly lamen-
table for music culture, as it was 
once the preinier way to find new 
bands and learn about upcoming 
concerts. There's also something 
about hearing a forgotten favorite 
or being blown away by an un-
known artist on the radio that 
putting the iPod on shuffle can't 
duplicate. That feeling has been 
revived, even improved, at Pan-
dora.com, unquestionably the 
best Internet radio service active 
today. 
Unlike any other radio experi-
ence, where you tune into a spe-
cific genre or theme, Pandora lets 
you create your own station. You 
begin by entering your favorite 
song or band. Immediately, simi-
lar music starts playing as de-
fined by Pandora's ridiculously 
complex Music Genome Project. 
You then proceed to refine your 
station by approving and disap-
proving of the songs it chooses or 
by adding more artists and songs 
to your preferences. After putting  
in relatively little work, your 
Pandora station will become sur-
prisingly accurate, rarely playing 
objectionable songs. 
You can design as many sta-
tions as you want, or listen to your 
friends' stations, making Pandora 
a nearly complete radio replace-
ment. The key to Pandora is that 
it disregards a songs' popularity. 
It only cares about how well a 
given song matches your tastes. 
Sometimes you'll hear familiar 
songs from your favorite bands, 
but more often you'll listen to 
artists you'd never have known 
existed otherwise. If you've ever 
been frustrated by trying to find 
good new music, Pandora may 
be an appealing solution. 
For artists, though, getting 
radio play is not the biggest ad-
vantage of being on a major la-
bel, nor are strong album sales. 
Neither makes much money for 
bands. Actually, selling out a 
tour is the best thing a label can 
do for a band. The major labels 
do this well, too, inducmg media 
coverage and advertisement for 
their acts. In fact, this is argu-
ably the best excuse for a band to 
"sell out." Nobody wants to drive 
around the country in a tiny van 
to play at half-full bars for free 
drinks. 
Until recently, this was inde-
pendent music's Achilles heel. 
Incredible vigilance had to be 
maintained to catch every concert 
in your town. I actually missed 
my favorite musician's Portland 
show this winter, and I follow the 
scene pretty closely. My next site 
has deftly remedied this problem. 
It's run by two Florida-based 
college students and goes by the 
rather silly name Podbop.com. 
The purpose of Podbop is 
summed up elegantly on their 
front page: "1. Enter your city 
and state. 2. Listen to bands that 
are in your town this week. 3. Go  
see a concert." You type "Seattle" 
into their big, friendly search bar 
and are taken to a list of dozens of 
shows coming over the next few 
months. It is not a perfect list, 
but it's close. It is certainly better 
than going to all of the venues' 
websites twice a month. 
You may be wondering about 
step number two up there, which 
happens to be the really exciting 
part of Podbop. When you search 
for Seattle, the first results that 
come up are full mp3s from bands 
that are coming to town. Simply 
click play and you'll hear a sam-
ple of what the band sounds like. 
Podbop hopes this can change 
the way people attend concerts. 
Instead of saying "I know a band 
that's playing a show, let's see it 
in three weeks," you might say, 
"I feel like seeing a concert, let s 
see who's playing tonight." Go-
ing to see a random, tiny band 
with a cool sample track is just 
about the nicest thing you can 
do for an emerging musician and 
you might listen to some excel-
lent music in the process. 
Now, a disclaimer. Both sites 
mentioned above are totally, 
completely 100% legal, and are 
inarguably beneficial to the bands 
they feature. I fear this may not 
be the case with my final site, al-
lofmp3.com. It's a Russian mu-
sic download site where you can 
buy an unrestricted, high-qual-
ity album for around 27 rubles, 
or $1. Russian legislation seems 
to uphold its legality in Russia 
itself, but in the United States 
its status is unclear (my guess is 
that U.S. law wouldn't allow the 
site if it was prosecuted). 
Having said that, Allofmp3. 
corn is fantastic. Songs bought 
from iTunes are restricted to 
play on five computers, can only 
be burned seven times and are 
of sub-optimal quality. CDs are 
expensive and offer no way to  
grab a single quality track from 
an album. Allofmp3.com doesn't 
have these shortcomings and has 
an excellent music selection. You 
can also have faith in its secu-
rity: they have been in operation 
for five years without any com-
plaints of deception. This is how 
music downloads should work, 
aside from the unrealistically low 
prices. 
Still, in all likelihood, the mon-
ey you pay for this service will 
not reach the artists. You are actu-
ally paying for the convenience; 
you are guaranteed quality, the 
songs areproperly tagged and the 
download goes through normal  
internet pipes that are unblocked 
by institutional screening. The 
morality is yours to determine. 
All of these services show the 
evolution of the music industry. 
The Arctic Monkeys just proved 
that the Internet is the only tool 
needed for massive success, and 
these visionary sites will only 
help it happen again. We're at the 
cusp of the ability for everyone 
to be able to define their own mu-
sical taste, and it's going to hap-
pen whether the labels are along 
for the ride or not. 
Nick Martens can add the change 
in your pocket very fast. 
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CINEMA 
THE 
606 S Fawcett Ave 
Tickets are only 85.50 with 
your current student ID! 
253.593.4474 	 grandcinema.com  
Tristam Shandy: A Cock and Bull Story (R) 
Fri: 2:00, 4:00, 7:15, 9:20 
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:00, 4:00, 7:15, 9:20 
Mon-Wed: 4:00, 7:15, 9:20 
Thurs: 2:00, 4:00, 7:15, 9:20 
The World's Fastest Indian (A. i3) 
Fri: 4:10, 6:45, 9:15 
Sat/Sun: 12:10, 4:10, 6:45, 9:15 
Mon-Thurs: 4:10, 6:45, 9:15 
Transamerica (A) 
Fri: 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:05 
Sat/Sun: 12:20, 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:05 
Mon-Wed: 4:45, 7:00, 9:05 
Thurs: 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:05 
I 
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Naughty Nellie's Ale goes down with gusto, says The Beer Critic 
Resident beer critic/alcoholic Matt Stevens gives the local Seattle beer an 83 percent 
By Matt Stevens 
mrstevens@ups.edu  
Sports Editor 
We continue our explora-
tion into the finest art on the 
planet, beer making, with an-
other local favorite, Naughty 
Nellie's Ale by Pike Brewing 
Company. As we recently celebrated St. 
a Patrick's Day (at least, I celebrated it 
you might have as well, but I wouldn't 
remember if you did), I wanted to find 
an excellent stout to compare to Guin-
ness. But then I found something else 
that drew my attention: this lovely story 
about a brothel. 
Pike Brewing is located in Pike's Mar-
ket in Seattle, just down the row from 
the flying fish and pickpockets (personal 
vendetta, don't get me started). Naughty 
Nellie's Ale is named after the woman 
who ran an old brothel on the Pike's 
Brewer premises (way to go Seattle, take 
care of those sailors). 
I am a big fan of the Pike's Kiltlifter, 
not only because I enjoy lifting kilts but 
because it is a spectacular Scottish Ale, 
one of my favonte types of beer. I have 
never had another beer by the people 
from Pike's, so I thought it was about 
time I tried one. 
The packaging of the Nellie is unusual. 
It's purple. Which is sort of annoying to 
me. But it does broadcast rather flamboy-
antly numerous times that it is brewed 
and bottled in Seattle. Pike's is evidently 
proud of the reputation of Seattleites 
appreciating good local crafted micro-
brews. The box is purple the bottle label 
is purple and the woman on the label 
(obviously a representation of the lovely 
Nellie) has plenty of sensual curves. It 
also has the trademark diamond of Pike's 
Brewery, thus making it easy to recog-
nize. 
One very annoying thing about the 
packaging is that the alcohol content is 
nowhere to be found on the beer, nor is it 
available on the website. Alcohol by vol-
ume not only helps one assess how one 
should feel after drinking a beer or two, 
but it also helps one assess the 
quality of processing that went 
into the making of the beer. It 
helps our foundation for expec-
tation when the beer arrives at 
our tongue. We'll give it three 
out of five pivos because of its 
purple color (to refresh your 
memory, pivo is the Czech 
word for beer). 
We pour the beer into our glass, first 
struck by the haziness of the beer below 
the excessive head at the top. It is not an 
excessively dark beer, more of a golden 
color, but more brown than the Bud Light 
or Miller Light macros. It is very cloudy, 
very suspicious, inviting one to taste. As 
we look closer at the beer we are struck 
by the powerfully fruity aroma coming 
over the edge 
of the glass, 
which smells 
great. I don't 
usually like the 
fruity smell of 
beer, but this is 
quite inviting. 
The beer immediately puts out way too 
much head, but it quickly evaporates so 
we don't notice it while entranced by the 
beer's cloudiness and smell. I really do 
like the color and the fruity smell. Five 
out of five pivos. 
Our first taste is excellent. This is a 
fruity, very smooth beer, very easy to 
drink. It coats the tongue lightly on its 
way to the throat, and doesn't really fill 
up the rest of the mouth. There is no for-
ward bitterness like the red or the ESB, 
and there is minimal aftertaste if any. 
The fruitiness is enjoyable and not over-
powering like a barley wine or a cider. 
This beer doesn't necessary call for that 
quick second taste like the red does be-
cause the aftertaste is so limited, but it 
is quite pleasing on the tongue. It scores 
eight out of 10 pivos in this, the most im-
portant category. 
Our second swig is very similar to the 
first swig. The beer is still smooth, the 
smell great and fruity quality enjoyable. 
Pike's website tells us the fruits we are 
enjoying are apricot and orange. I don't  
particularly like either of those, but to-
gether with well-brewed hops and barley, 
they sparkle the nose and the tongue. Af-
ter I swirl a small amount on my tongue 
and study its taste, I realize it does not 
have an extremely strong taste, that in 
fact, one could almost call it weak. But 
the smell is spectacular. Seven out of 
eight pivos for that absolutely amazing 
smell. 
The rest of the first beer is quite ex-
cellent, even angelic. It is not bitter in 
any way, shape or form, unlike what we 
would expect to find with most beer. It 
is quite smooth (maybe how ol' Nellie 
was, too) and full of sugar. The best thing 
about the beer is that the smell continues 
to grace our nose and the apricots and 
oranges never get too strong. They are 
always pleasing. This 
beer scores a four out 
of five pivos in this 
category. 
The second beer 
is quite excellent. 
It continues to be 
smooth, the sugars 
continue to please the tongue and the 
smell is not overpowering. This beer is 
slightly more filling than the red because 
of the abundance of fruity sugars, but not 
as filling as the ESB. It does not neces-
sarily tell us to move on to a lighter beer, 
but drinking the full six-pack in a single 
sitting would be a courageous feat, un-
like drinking the entire six-pack of the 
red, which would not be difficult. This 
beer contains so much sugar that some-
thing weaker, like water, might provide a 
welcome break for the palate. That said, 
the second beer is still quality, still en-joyable to drink. We shall give it seven 
out of eight pivos. 
Our Naughty Nellie Ale of Pike's 
Brewery finishes with a score of 34 of 
41 pivos, a nice score of 83 percent and 
the highest we've had so far. This is sur-
prising because I usually am a fan of the 
red and not such a big fan of ales, but 
surprises are possible, aren't they? 
Beeradvocate.com  calls this an Ameri-
can Style Pale Ale, but I do not think it is 
restricted to that category. It is definitely 
Matt Stevens drinks Naughty Nellie's Ale to 
help him advance within his business major. 
an ale, but its paleness is questionable. 
It is cloudier and gives off a much full-
er taste than our normal Pale Ale. Plus, 
Pike's makes another been they classify 
as their Pale Ale, so this must be darker 
and thicker by default. Beers that contact 
the entire palate canprovide each drinker 
with a different feeling or custom taste. 
So we've chosen the Nellie over Pike's 
Pale Ale. 
Finally, this beer is quite tasty, so we 
highly recommend it, though for a reg-
ular beer, we still recommend the red. 
This is a good beer to reward oneself af-
ter a hard day's work and one would like 
something sweet and fruity to ease into 
before dinner. 
Recommendations on similar beers: 
Deschutes Mirror Pond (I am not a fan 
of the Mirror Pond, but it is similar), An-
chor Liberty Ale (truly a great brewer 
that makes nary a poor beer) and Sam 
Adams Boston Ale. 
Matt Stevens can out-eat Kobayashi in a 
pickle-eating contest. 
r 
The first taste is excellent. This is a 
fruity, very smooth beer, very easy to 
drink  
Behind the wheel of the most boring car ever 
By Mark 
Delbrueck 
mdelbrueck@ 
ups.edu  
A&E Columnist 
I once knew 
there was one ben-
efit: it made me want 
to run, and run fast, 
Just to get away from 
him. 
And so it is that I just can't stand bor-
ing people, even the 
beautiful ones. If 
Jessica Simpson were to 
come over and tell a bor-
ing story, I would get up 
and leave. Thankfully, this 
isn't the case. She acts 
dumb, at least, and that's 
far more entertaining than 
being a dullard. I have such 
abhorrence for bores that I 
would rather have dinner 
with Michael Moore than 
Dick Cheney, and that's 
saying a lot for me. At least 
with Moore, we could ar-
gue, and I could call him 
an idiot. With Cheney, all 
ing me. 
And so, the same goes for 
cars, I don't bother to take 
second glances at the bor-
ing ones, because usually, 
for the money, you can fare 
better. 
You see, the problem with 
American car buyers is that 
they are afraid of one word: 
used. People would rather 
take their lump sums and 
spend money on the most 
boring cars on the planet, 
albeit they are new bor-
ing cars, as opposed to fine 
used cars that have some 
character. 
For this week's car, I'd 
like to introduce you to 
what is possibly the most 
boring car in this world: the 
Scion xA. 
I'd like to meet the man 
responsible for making this 
car. He must be a smooth  
talker, or a fascinatingly 
good liar, to get this car 
past multiple levels of man-
agement and on to the pro-
duction line. To give you an 
idea of just how boring this 
car is, put a paper bag over 
your head andleave it there 
for 10 years. 
It all starts with the exte- 
rior. One can imagine the 
designers rolling an egg 
into the studio for influence. 
With its animated bubble 
fenders and its pug front 
face sporting a Scion" 
badge the size of a Big Mac, 
one is tempted to wonder if 
this is really a production 
car. From the side profile, 
the front looks like 
an acne-ridden teen 
raunchy rap lyrics, 
the Scion xA s definitely 
got a "badunkadunk." 
And then there's the in-
terior. The whole thing is 
black. Two bucket seats up 
front stare off into an end-
less abyss of hard, black 
plastic. The steering wheel, 
the knobs, the stereo, the 
dash, the cup holders, the 
door panels: they're all 
black. And to finish off the 
coffin-esque theme, so are 
the cloth seats. 
The most exciting part of 
the most boring car in the 
SEE BORING PAGE 14 
a man who was 
very, very boring. This man 
would often stare off into 
space, reciting incidents 
from his youth, which arose 
in decades I couldn't care 
less about. 
This man happened to be 
my high school cross-coun-
try coach. And while his 
dull, monotonous mono-
tone was, to say the 
least, 	 uninspiring, 	  
the excitement 
you'd get is a 
bald, Grandpa-
esque character 
staring at his 
meat and pota-
toes. I'd even 
like it more if 
he made an at-
tempt at shoot- 
The man responsible for making 
this car...must be a smooth talker, or 
a fascinatingly good liar to get this 
car past multiple levels of manage-
ment and onto the production line. 
with an overbite and 
a retainer. Looking 
at the back straight-
on, its swollen rear 
bumper and propor-
tions protrude like 
J.Lo's ass. As they 
might say in some 
FRIDAY MAR. 24 - WEDNESDAY 
MAR. 29 
BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN 
NIGHTLY @ 7 P.M. 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEE 
@ 3:45 P.M. 
RATED R 
THURSDAY MAR. 30. 
TACOMA SISTER CITY INTERNA- 
TIONAL FILM & FOOD FESTIVAL 
THE Russu ARK (RUSSIA) 
DOORS OPEN @ 5:45 P.M. 
ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW 
SATURDAY  @ 11:30 P.M. 
2611 N. PROCTOR ST. 
TACOMA, WA 98407 
253.752.9500 
WWW.BLUEMOUSETHEATRE.COM  
Examining the xA has 
drawn me to wonder what 
type of company would 
make such a bold move as 
to actually put a joke like 
this on the road. But it only 
gets worse as you examine 
Scion's other offerin gs: the 
xB, which looks like a box 
(who in their right mind 
would draw influence from 
a bloody box?!). There is 
also the tC coupe, which  
looks like a beaver with a 
car coming out of its bot-
tom. Striking, yes, but I'm 
not too sure of it catchin g 
on. 
Upon further research on 
the Scion website, I came 
across the xB "release edi-
tion." This particular car 
includes vomit green paint, 
and two seven-inch TV 
monitors in the back of each 
of the two front head rests,  
but oddly, no real wheels 
and no increase in power. 
Seeing as you can't view 
these TV monitors while 
driving (as they are in back 
of the headrests) why in the 
hell would you buy this car? 
And then it hit me: this is II 
a company that's probably 
never going to get it right. 
Mark Delbruek used to be 
an acne-ridden teen with an 
overbite and a retainer. 
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By Drew Gemmer 
dgemmer@ups.edu  
A&E Editor 
Every May, the city of George, Washing-
ton puts together the raucous Sasquatch 
Festival - a music show for the 'masses 
of indie fans that constitute a major per-
cent of Seattle's population. Last year, 
headliners Modest Mouse and the Pixies 
rocked the Gorge Amphitheatre late into 
the night, opened by such other big names (arguably, bigger) as Wilco, Kanye West 
and Arcade Fire. 
This year, the measly day-long festival 
of last year has been transformed into 'a 
three-day concert, with bigger names, 
more bands, and higher ticket prices. 
What kind of big names, you ask? How 
about the industrial beats of Nine Inch 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JDUBRECORDS.ORG 
Hasidic reggae star Matisyahu shakes them 
dreads with the best of them. 
Nails, the eccentric folk-hop of Beck, 
the low-key stoner rock of Ben Harper, 
the rhythmic rage of Queens of the Stone 
Age, the soft crooning of Sam Beam (of 
Iron and Wine), the Jewishness of Mat-
isyahu . . . you get the idea. It's going 
to be big. 
The insanity that was last year's Sas-
quatch Festival mi ght've inspired inves-
tors to throw more money into this year's 
show. Or it might've inspired some of the 
big-name bands listed above to sign up. 
Either way, let me assure you, last year s 
festival was a sight to behold. 
Sasquatch 2005 opened at noon. The sun 
was already scorching as people awoke 
from their car camping to the amazing 
view that George, Wash. offers. A big 
part of the appeal of going to a concert 
at the Gorge Amphitheatre — for band 
and patron alike, I'm sure — is its settin g. 
The stage is set right over the edge of a 
breathtaking canyon, overlooking one of 
the more beautiful spots of the desert that 
is Eastern Wash. 
Few concertgoers were there to see 
Seattle-born U.S.E. (United State of Elec-
tronica) put on one of the most high-ener-
gy, self-mocking and insanely ridiculous 
concerts of the day. Oh well. Bloc Party 
came on soon thereafter, invited because 
of the then-lukewarm hit "Ban quet," and 
put on a reasonably .good show in one of 
their first big state-side concerts. 
Towards the end of the afternoon, the 
Arcade Fire decided to show off their 
amazing talents as a live band, in a de-
licious hour-long set that converted me 
from a quasi- to full-blown fan instantly. 
Kanye West mixed it up after that (he told 
us we were the first audience to hear "Dia-
monds (from Sierra Leone)!") and gave  
the all-white audience their dail y dose of 
hip-hop. In the earl y evening hours, Wil-
co proved to be a good breather after the 
excitement of the two previous bands. 
After Wilco, the headliners went on. 
Modest Mouse put on a solid rock show, 
besides the bored expression that Isaac 
Brock had permanently etched on his 
face throughout. The Pixies closed out the 
night, taking the least amount of breaks, 
and putting out the most consistent out-
put of rock that I've ever seen in a show 
- don't call these guys old. 
Why am I telling you about last year's 
Sasquatch show, nearly a year from the 
fact? Because I want you to learn from 
my experience. Take a seat in Drew's 
classroom for a second - and no gum 
chewing, unless you have enough for the 
whole class. 
Lesson one is that I would recommend 
you go to Sasquatch, because it's frikkin' 
awesome. It allows you to check off 41 
bands on your list of 
 
 to see before I 
die." Also, the countless local indie bands 
you will see will allow for instant street 
cred should you be trying to get with a 
KUPS DJ. 
Lesson two is that you should respect 
nature, because an outdoor music festi-
val in the middle of the desert can cause 
heat stroke. How do I know? Because I 
got heat stroke last year, and felt sick out 
of my gourd from about Wilco-onwards. 
I swear, I didn't even drink the ni ght be-
fore. Then again, I didn't drink much wa-
ter during the day, either. 
Lesson three is that campin g at nearby 
rock-climber's haven, Vanta ge, is essen-
tial if you go. It's cheaper than the Gorge's 
official campsite, less crowded and more 
beautiful - a semicircle of light-red sand- 
PHOTO COURTESY OF NNDB.COM  
Beck, the coolest Scientologist out there, can 
dance better than any white boy. 
stone surrounds a reasonably large natu-
ral car park, all perched over the edge of 
the canyon. 
Enough lessons for today. I can't wait to 
cry tears of happiness to Sufjan Stevens 
in concert. I can't wait to support Taco-
ma local acts Pretty Girls Make Graves, 
Common Market and Rocky Votolato. I 
want to see if I'll catch on to the buzz that 
is the Blue Scholars and the Arctic Mon-
keys. Plus, I just want to see Matis yahu 
live. Yeah, the price is a bit steep at $165 
for the three days (how the hell can the y 
charge $45 on Friday when there are only 
five bands?). But, do we remember the 
lessons we've learned? We must go. 
Drew Gemmer feels like a lost and confused 
child thrown into the sea of the working stiff. 
The Wachowskis have a 'Vendetta' to wage with you 
is like a list of the greatest fears of 
some uber-paranoid liberal. The film 
doesn't push its criti que to transcend 
the standard liberal-conservative di-
vide and its dystopic vision comes off 
more demagogic than artistic. 
While "V for Vendetta" may put 
forth a harsh commentary on cur-
rent politics, it deals with most is-
sues extremely simplistically. While 
V is a revolutionary, his revolution is 
thoroughly bourgeoisie (V is reciting 
Shakespeare, not Marx). The ori ginal 
graphic novel had a distinctly anar-
chist message for its target audience, 
the U.K. Instead, the Wachowskis 
give us something a little more liberal 
and patriotic. The film hardl y delves 
into many of the much tougher ques-
tions surrounding political violence. 
What if the majority of the people did 
not support him? What if the police 
violently attacked those citizens that 
resisted? While V's morality is am-
biguous, the police are portrayed as 
evil thugs. "V for Vendetta" takes a 
daring stand on the morality of terror-
ism and political violence, but it fails 
to grasp the complexity of the issue, 
or to extend the context be yond the 
typical righteous masses versus the 
tyrannical government. I must admit, in the political climate 
of today, "V for Vendetta" does have 
some chutzpah for taking on an issue 
like the morality of terrorism. The 
Wachowskis blend action wonder-
fully with politics, without getting too 
preachy. Unfortunately, if you were 
hoping for a movie that rose above a 
the "liberal Hollywood elite" formula, 
you may be disappointed. 
Andrew Neal likes peanut butter and 
jelly put in his shoes. Food on the run! 
By Andrew Neal 
aneal@ups.edu   
Guest A&E Writer 
After Sept. 11, there's been one ma-jor rule governing. mainstream politi-
cal debate: NEVER take the terrorist's 
side. "V for Vendetta" throws this 
rule out the window and forces you to 
rethink the morality of revolutionary 
violence. In this dark thriller, director 
James McTeigue blends action and 
political commentary, a combination 
that will be sure to i gnite debate in the 
highly polemic climate of today. 
The film is set in London in 2020, 
where a right-wing totalitarian gov-
ernment is in power. Hugo Weaving 
(Agent Smith from the "Matrix") plays 
V, a freedom fighter constantly veiled 
by a Guy Fawkes mask (for those of 
you who have been skipping history 
classes, Fawkes attempted to blow up 
Parliament in 1605 but was cau ght and 
executed). V intends to finish Fawkes' 
task and destroy the building in an act 
of rebellion he hopes will lead to a 
revolution. 
Evey (Natalie Portman), a young 
tv employee, becomes embroiled in 
the plot after V rescues her from an 
attempted rape by the government's 
secret police. Later, when V hijacks 
the television station to broadcast his 
plans, Evey rescues him from the po-
lice. As a result, she is also suspected 
of being a terrorist and is sought by 
Inspector Eric Finch (Stephan Rea). 
The film is based on the "V for Ven-
detta" comics by Alan Moore and 
David Lloyd, with a screenplay by the 
Wachowski brothers. Unlike recent 
cinematic adaptations of comics, this  
film is short on superpowers and long 
on philosophizing. Those that had 
hoped for two hours of action packed 
with explosions and swashbuckling 
may .come away disappointed, as the 
movie pushes you to ponder the mo-
rality of the violence, not revel in it. 
Sometimes V comes off as a hero, 
other times he seems more like a mad-
man. The ambiguity is only height-
ened by the motionless mask Weaving 
is stuck behind. V's penchant for word 
play and high culture is at times witt y 
and eloquent, and at other times, sim-
ply absurd. The violent and manipula-
tive nature of V is alw ays juxtaposed 
with his heroism, allowing the viewer 
to choose their own interpretation. 
Evey's. gradual transition from ob-
livious citizen to resolved revolution-
ary is delivered excellently by Port-
man. In one scene Evey is imprisoned 
and discovers the note of a previous 
prisoner, jailed for her homosexualit y. 
Evey's powerful reaction lends that 
much more beauty to the love story 
within the note — a love story that 
plays better than the awkward roman-
tic sentiments between Eve y and V. 
The Wachowskis' screenplay cre-
ates a haunting dystopia that strikes 
close to home. The fundamentalist 
Christian regime evokes a mixture of 
Nazism, Orwell's "1984," and Bush's 
neoconservative policies. The re-
gime, personified by Big Brother-ish 
Chancellor Sutler (John Hurt), has 
attacked homosexuals, Muslims and 
activists after gaining power with 
several bioterror attacks. Terror alerts 
and manipulated media reports have 
scared the citizenry into submission. 
While this nightmare is frightening, 
at the same time, it is quite trite. It 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13 Boring 	  
world would have to be the 
driving dynamics. If you 
want an idea of what it feels 
like to be dead, then com-
mute in this car. From its 
15-inch "wheel covers" to 
its breathtaking 100 horse-
power four-c ylinder, this 
car is certainly (not) a thrill. 
Just to spice things up a bit, 
I almost wanted to crash. At 
least then I'd have some-
thing to talk about. 
41, 
ATTN: READER 
Think you've got what it takes to write for the 
Combat Zone? Have any amusing problems? 
How about a severe lack of self esteem and the 
need for just one last thing to push you over to the 
edge? If so, submit an article as a word attachment 
to trail@ups.edu . Each week the Combat Zone 
editors will choose the best, funniest, wittiest and 
most pathetic submissions to be featured in that 
week's issue. Who knows ... you just might see 
our name in print some day. 
Other Relevant Articles  
Spring sprung into student's eye 
SEE NEWS PAGE 4 
USA Today proclaimed useful only 
as hobo blanket, still better than 
The New York Times 
SEE BOSTON GLOBE 
Sidewalk Chalk declared WMD 
SEE CONCRETE AROUND CAMPUS 
Slobodan Milosovic dies, U.S. has 
heard that name somewhere before 
SEE CAMPUS BUBBLE PAGE 8 
Males look forward to skimpier 
spring clothing on classmates 
SEE TODD FIELD 
St. Patrick found dead from alcohol 
poisoning 
SEE ABLE PAGE 13 
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Three years later America still shocked and awed 
By the Proteus 3000 
Combat Zone War Critic 
Usually the rule in Hollywood is that the sequel fails 
to live up to the original. But rules are made to be bro-
ken, and when it came to the Gulf War, they were just 
shattered. It is not often that something comes along that 
can just blow the viewing public away. After all, just 
look at all the big budget blockbusters Americans have 
seen. How can something like invading a country com-
pare to star studded films like "Independence Day?" But 
even now, three years since it first hit American televi-
sions (and one would suppose the Middle East), it is still 
putting asses in seats. Not only that, it is also drawing 
world-wide critical acclaim and comparison to fighting 
other great enemies of the past, like the Viet Cong or the 
most evil of them all the Nazis. It is not everyday that 
something is compared to an event of such significance; 
even "Titanic" lacked such recognition. 
The success of this amazing event all comes back to 
the publicity surrounding its opening. Starting a full 
year before the first bombs were dropped, the American 
public was hit with a media blitz. All the best and most 
trusted critics signed off on the war before it even came 
out! The producers staged a few great publicity events, 
speeches at the U.N., terrifying accusations and always 
the fear mongering (special thanks to Fox News). The 
acting was fantastic; who would have guessed it was,fic-
tion? By the time they were done, the whole world was 
on the edge of its seat, just waiting to see what was go-
ing to happen next! 
The producers made a great choice in bringing back 
most of the original cast. This gave the viewing public 
some familiar faces, even if the cast had been shifted 
into slightly new roles. The old favorites were given new 
exciting positions. Sadly everyone's most wanted char-
acter Osama Bin Laden was nowhere to be found. 
The new star, George W. Bush, brought just the right 
amount of freshness to the scene. His tough talking 
cowboy manners and moments of charmingly befuddled 
confusion won me and many others over. Yet he still had 
the good old Bush brand to give him a time tested seal 
of approval. He was the comic relief to the Darth Vader-
like acting of Dick Cheney, a combination that always  
plays great in the heartland. 
When the curtain went up, the whole world was, par-
don the expression, "shocked and awed." The effects 
budget on this one was just incredible! No expenses 
were spared to bring the American public the biggest, 
shiniest, missiles, tanks, planes and boats, not to men-
tion explosions that rock your world coming through 
surround sound. 
Operation Iraqi Freedom (never hurts to have a catchy 
name), just blew the pants off any other war themed 
thing the world has ever seen. No explosions or shiny 
things could hold a candle to the orgy of testosterone 
and tax payer dollars that was Gulf War part two. 
This still doesn't explain the staying power of the war 
with the American public. For that you have to look 
at the writing. The constant plot twists, false climaxes 
and brilliant acting has kept us interested. At first we all 
thought it was about weapons of mass destruction, and 
terrorism, but no! Soon after the war began, we learned 
that it had never been about that at all. It was about 
bringing democracy and freedom to the Middle East! 
Then we learned that Saddam had nothing to do with 
Sept. 11 but was still an evil man! It didn't stop there 
though, as the plot twists kept coming thick and fast. 
It turns out that that we weren't greeted as liberators by 
hordes of cheering Iraqis bearing gifts of cocktails and 
ice cream. 
This plot twist would set the stage for the next two 
years, which have been a cunning modern take on such 
films as "Platoon" or "Blackhawk Down." Though at 
times the lack of change or any progress has gotten old, 
the cast at home has kept us distracted with plenty of 
other exciting things. These sub-plots have included an 
ongoing economic crisis, hurricanes and most recently, 
a hunting accident. 
In the end, Gulf War 2 has brought us three years of 
constant excitement, giving us a distraction from our 
day to day lives. Sure its been expensive, and so convo-
luted it could give "Syriana" a run for its money, but its 
ratings are proof that it was all worth it. So you have to 
give the director, Dick Cheney, and the executive pro-
ducers Karl Rove, Richard Pearl and Paul Wolfowitz 
credit. They put out a hell of a war. 
The Proteus 3000 is depressed, jetlagged and evil. 
By Khurzad Farzad 
Combat Zone Anger Management Expert 
For those uninformed, there is a student here at the 
University of Puget Sound who has been convicted of 
luring, attempted child molestation and burglary. 
Just what in God's name is wrong with our school? 
Merciful Mary, this is ridiculous. I mean, it wasn't 
enough that we had the Faculty Plagiarist, the return 
of the Campus Masturbator, the triple homicide a few 
blocks from campus in a house that some students used 
to frequent, muggings near the field house — some in 
broad daylight, increased automobile thefts and vandal-
ism. Now we have this. No wonder there's been a re-
ported rise in drug use. 
Even then, he's an attempted child molester! We just 
can't do anything right here. He didn't even succeed 
in getting an 11-year-old to do seven minutes in heav-
en with him in a girl's locker room, after offering her 
$500. 
And of course, when OIS and ResNet aren't sabotag-
ing the school's internet capabilities, students scour the 
web for information. Now, through the UPS Live Jour-
nal Community, students can find links to his booking 
record, several local news stories detailing his fate, his 
Xanga and his facebook. It's just a matter of time before 
a lynch mob forms, breaks him out of jail and hangs him 
from the Sequoia. That way, everyone can know what 
UPS stands for — Vigilante Justice, or as some have 
suggested, the University of Poor Selection or the Uni-
versity of Pedophiles and Sex Offenders. 
Do other schools suffer these indignities? Does Reed 
have a the campus cat lady, or a campus serial killer? 
M 
One of the greatest publicity stunts of all time, this is the sort 
of thing that has kept American interest peaked after three 
long years. With its surprise plot twists, the Second Gulf War 
has managed to compete with such entertainment greats as 
"Friends." 
It doesn't get much worse from here folks. We're just 
a campus murder away from having an officially terri-
ble campus and being blacklisted by fine publications 
like "The Princeton Review" and "The U.S. News and 
World Report." 
How does Admissions even select these people? Do 
they get really liquored up and throw darts at applica-
tions? Or perhaps, because he was a spring transfer, he 
didn't get to experience the top-notch orientation pro-
gram where the orientation staff secretly weeds out the 
bad seeds by interrogating and torturing students for a 
week. 
To stop this in the future, it might be beneficial to 
bring lectures to teach the student body how not to be 10 
sorts of crazy. Or perhaps, have a better selection proc-
ess. None of these events seemed to happen at all last 
year. The freshman class has to be cursed, or at least, 
a select few among them. That's the only explanation. 
Everything was fine until they came along. It's not that 
time passing thing, or even the logic that "we had it 
coming," because that's poppycock. This is the fault of 
the freshman. 
However, this could be spun by the Administration as 
a positive event. Come to UPS, it's exciting! Try to fig-
ure out who's the ticking time bomb while becoming 
over-committed to classes, sports, clubs and social life 
while trying to not become sleep deprived. Who knows, 
maybe you can be the next UPS-crazy. You'd go down 
in history as the person who went berserk and started 
sniping people from the roof of Jones. Wouldn't that be 
great? 
Or maybe the University will be just as close-mouthed 
about this as the faculty plagiarist. That'd be fun. 
Khurzad Farzad really dislikes kiddie fiddlers. 
University miraculously loses more dignity, 
vigilante justice only method of redemption 
laimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of any-
complaints to trail@ups.edu. 
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"HEy You," foreign transfer 
student, I love your accent. 
Maybe you could actually 
talk to me sometime. 
"HEY You," in my Comm. 
class, I put you on my list 
of potential Mystery dates 
for Alpha Phi mystery! 
Hope you can go, I think it 
will be a blast! 
fey 9a1 
"HEy You," I really like 
your haircut and I think it 
does a lot for your boyish 
face and good looks. 
"HEY You," I hope you 
enjoy the caterpillars. 
"HEY You," do you miss my 
headbands? 
"HEy You," Administra- 
tion, thanks for withholding 
information about students 
on our campus who make 
news headlines. 
"HEY You," ghetto library, 
fix your spastic lights! 
"HEY You," we need another 
drunken walk home from 
E-9 again soon. "HEY You," Jesus freaks that 
have already graduated, get 
a life, or at least save some 
people worth saving. 
"HEY You," do you ever 
check your e-mails? I sent 
you an important one that 
pretty much revealed my 
deepest, darkest secrets, and 
you never responded! Sad. 
"HEY You," Academic Dean, 
your public speaking is un- 
bearable, expertise or not. 
"HEY You," will you stop 
lurking around my office 
when you have nothing 
better to do? I am tired of 
listening to your weekend 
stories, and I do not want to 
be your friend. 
"HEy You," I wanted you to 
know that I really appreci-
ate all of the tutoring and I 
will definitely be paying you 
back for it! Wink wink! 
"HEY You," you're pretty 
much my hero right now. 
"HEY You," just because 
you're part of the Admin- 
istration doesn't mean 
that girls on campus don't 
see that you are blatantly 
creepy! 
"HEY You," you are the 
worst writer I have ever met 
in my life. Not only does 
your grammar stink, but you 
have no point, and no right 
to talk about current events! 
"HEY You," why do you tell 
everything to everyone, and 
let your loose lips sink so 
many ships? You really need 
to lock them up and throw 
away the key, pronto! 
"HEY You," if you under- 
stood how crazy people 
think you are, you might try 
toning it down a bit. 
"HEY You," new ASUPS 
administration, pick it up, 
you've been a big disap- 
pointment. 
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What's In A Name? 
Weil, wow. I 
guess you are 
alvador ()GIL 
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SuDoku Rules: 
The objective of the game is to fill all the blank squares in a game with the correct 
numbers. There are three very simple constraints to follow. In a 9 by 9 square: 
1. Every row of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order 
2. Every column of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order 
3. Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square must include all digits 1 through 9 
Good Luck! 
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"HEY You," keep your 
sticky buns to yourself. 
"HEY You," Fish, if I 
were a fly on the wall, I 
would wear my sun- 
glasses at night so I could 
watch you, every step 
you take, every move you 
make. 
"HEY You," girl with the 
high heels on. Doesn't it 
bother you that I can hear 
you walking all the way 
across campus? 
"HEY You," freshman, 
stop hiding dirty glasses 
behind my bookcase. 
"HEY You," stop fighting 
me over the work! One 
stove means sharing! 
"HEY You," why are 
you always smoking and 
swearing? Don't you 
know guys don't think 
you're attractive when 
you act like Popeye the 
Sailor Man? 
"HEY You," you are the 
worst dresser I have ever 
met. Don't you under-
stand that two different 
shades of denim make 
you look like you live on 
the street corner? 
"HEY You," your cooking 
sucks. I got food poison- 
ing from that romantic 
dinner you made for me, 
so I am definitely going to 
say that there will not be 
another date! 
"HEY You," if you don't 
like me, than why do you 
care so much about my 
location at every second 
of every day? 
"HEY You," professor, 
leave us kids alone! 
"HEY You," Sociology 
professor, thank you so 
much for grading on such 
a magnificent curve. 
"HEY You," I like our 
trists ... will you be my 
date on Friday night? 
"HEY You," why are you 
so amazing and perfect 
but you stay with that 
dumb girl? Don't you 
know that I want you? 
"HEY You," March, 
please be over so that the 
halibut burger that made 
me sick can leave the sub! 
"HEY You," Project Run- 
way, why are you over? 
"HEy You," you should 
come over to Sigma Chi 
next weekend. There's 
always a party, and I'm 
always gonna be this hot. 
"HEY You," Spanish prof, 
don't you understand that 
no one talks because you 
are scary and rude to your 
students? 
"HEY You," advisor, 
thanks for telling me 
the wrong information 
about my core classes. 
Get ready to see me for 
my fifth year as a super- 
senior. 
"HEY You," Law and Or- 
der, why are you always 
re-runs? I want to see 
some new material from 
you! 
"HEY You," why are 
you so crazy on a regular 
basis? The monster in you 
should not be unleashed 
every day of the freaking 
week! 
"HEY You," why do you 
never do anything until I 
ask you to do it? Some-
times, dishes are just a 
thing that a guy should do 
on his own volition! 
"HEY You," I am rub- 
ber and you are glue ... 
anything you say bounces 
off of me and sticks to 
you! Try thinking about 
that the next time you say 
something rude about me 
to my face! 
"HEy You," if you were 
an astronaut, I would be 
your space suit! 
"HEy You," in the larger 
scheme of things, does 
it really matter that you 
are so good-looking and 
popular? I think not! 
"HEy You," will you just 
get a clue and stop face- 
booking me every day ... 
it's not going to change 
our situation! 
"HEy You," it wasn't 
very smart of you to write 
about 14 year-old girls 
on your blog. I think the 
police are going to catch 
on to that one now. 
"HEy You," if you really 
cared about my well be-
ing the way you say that 
you do, you'd buy me 
a half-gallon of vodka, 
some roses and leave. 
"HEY You," sometimes I 
wonder how UPS let you 
in, because you aren't just 
stupid, you're psycho too! 
"HEY You," thanks for all 
the El Torro fun! I already 
miss Jay and limbo ... we're 
definitely going to have to 
go to the Ruston Inn very 
soon, because we have a 
house boat waiting for us! 
"HEy You," who in their 
right mind names their cat 
Peanuts, and their vehicle 
Big Woody? 
"HEY You," I'm not going 
to lie to you ... seeing your 
face all over the news has 
made this relationship a lit-
tle too high profile for me! 
"HEY You," how do you 
say, "Can I be your lover?" 
in Spanish? 
"HEY You," I bet your 
house is always on fire 
because you're so hot! 
"HEY You," I think you 
should stop talking to me 
because every time you do, 
I get thioverwhelming 
feeling of wanting to punch 
you in the face. 
"HEy You," can you just 
stop assuming that you 
know every response I am 
going to give you? You are 
crazy and I cannot handle 
you. 
"HEY You," is there a 
reason that you clutter 
my room with all of your 
s**t on the floor? You are 
messy and disrespectful, 
and I don't like your crusty 
make-up. 
"HEY You," your Air Jor- 
dans have nothing to do with 
people in Cambodia. 
"HEy You," why are you 
always crying? I do not feel 
sorry for you. 
"HEY You," we're back to 
being friends again? I don't 
get you. 
"HEY You," girl who hates 
me ... you suck ... I hate you 
too. 
"HEy You," I love that 
ceramics is more important 
to you than your thesis. I 
expect a pretty bowl for my 
birthday. 
LI n.  
The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning, notice or refund. The Trail shall not 
be held liable for the content or accuracy of its Classified or Hey You ads. The opinions of the "Hey You" ads do not 
represent the opinions of The Trail or The Trail Staff. No personal names are allowed in the "Hey You" ads. The 
Trail reserves the right to modify or discontinue any and all parts of the ad. and without notice. The reader agrees not 
to use the The Trail's ClassifiedrHey You" ad section to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content; 
commit libel or false accusations; be false, inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any way shape or form. Al-
though The Trail strives to accurately portray each reader's classified or "Hey You" ad, providing a service for the 
UPS community, The Trail always has the final say in the final copy of the Classified/"Hey You" ad section. 
Senior pitcher Taylor Thomp-
son threw a shut-out against 
Montclair State. 
Junior first baseman Austin 
Keuhn hit a three-run dinger 
against Pamona-Pitzer. 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SAM ARMACIDO 
Logger shortstop Shaun Kiriu hurls the ball across the infield in a recent game. Kiriu was critical to the Logger defnese and the 
ability of the Loggers to pick up two wins in California. The Loggers host PLU on Mar. 25 and 26 at noon both days. 
SPORTS 
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Baseball goes .500 in Calif. trip 
Loggers look to rebound against PLU Lutes 
Track places well at 
Peyton Invitational 
By Quentin Flores 
qflores@ups.edu  
Sports Writer 
While UPS students were on vacation, the Logger 
men's baseball team was hard at work in wet and soggy 
Southern California. On Mar. 17, the Loggers took on 
Montclair State in a non-conference game in Claremont 
California and won 10-0. UPS entered the match with 
a three-game winning streak and was looking to extend 
in the first game of the road trip. 
Senior pitcher Taylor Thompson started the game for 
the Loggers and pitched all nine innings for the com-
plete game shutout. Thompson struck out eight batters 
and scattered six hits. 
"Taylor really had a great game," junior Evan Scan-
dling said. "We had a rough travelling experience so it 
was important for him to come out and stick it to the 
opposition." 
The experience of which he spoke entailed a night 
where the Loggers got into their hotel a short six hours 
before their 9 a.m. game. 
Offensively, the Loggers were led by junior first base-
man' Tanner Webber and 
senior outfielder Shaun 
Messerli. 
Due to unexpected rain, 
the Loggers' next game 
was on Mar. 18 against 
the Kingsmen of Cal Lu-
theran. 
The Loggers started the 
game off right scoring 
three runs in the bottom 
of the first and second in-
nings. 
at was enough for 
sophomore pitcher Ryan 
Gustafson. Gustafson 
threw six innings, giving 
up only one earned run and 
striking out three on way 
to picking up the win. 
Webber was once again 
an important offensive 
contributor going two-for-three with two runs scored 
and one run batted in. 
"Tanner has been lighting up pitching over the last 
few weekends," junior Brain Bennett said. "Everybody 
knows when Tanner is here." 
Webber is the Loggers' leading hitter up to this point 
in the season. The big first baseman is hitting .375 with 
one homerun and eight RBIs. He is also sporting a .483 
on base percentage. 
Messerli is the second leading hitter and the Log-
gers best power hitter. Messerli is hitting .333 with two 
homeruns and 11 RBIs. 
"Messerli was just missing pitches in the beginning 
of the year," sophomore Gregorio Beck said. "Now 
he's made some adjustments and he's really lighting up 
pitchers." 
On Mar. 19, the Loggers started off the day with a 
game against the Pamo-
na-Pitzer Sagehens. This 
game was a continuation 
of a game started on Mar. 
18. 
Senior pitcher Eddie 
Monge got the Loggers 
out of a second-inning, 
bases-loaded jam, strik-
ing out two and getting 
the last batter to line out 
to second. 
In the top of the sixth 
inning, junior first base-
man Austin Keuhn hit a 
three-run homer and gave 
the Loggers a 6-1 lead. 
Unfortunately, the Log-
gers couldn't hold the lead 
and gave up six runs in the 
bottom of the sixth and the 
Loggers lost the game 7-
6. The loss broke the Log-
gers' five game winning streak. 
In the final leg of the four-game trip, the Loggers took 
on Redlands University. The first batter of the game was 
senior outfielder Brent Weidenbach and he led off with 
a solo homerun over the left field fence. Weidenbach is 
tied with Messerli for the team lead in homeruns. 
Junior pitcher Evan Scandling got the start for the 
Loggers. He threw very well and was taken out in the 
sixth inning and replaced by sophomore closer Tom 
Glassman. Glassman has pitched well for the Loggers 
but unfortunately on Mar. 19 he wasn't able to get the 
Loggers out of this jam. 
Glassman gave up two base hits and Redlands took 
the lead 4-2. The Loggers never had a chance to answer 
since the game was called on account of rain and hail. 
To make matters worse, word had reached the team 
that the weather in Tacoma was actually better than the 
weather in southern California. 
The team finished the trip 2-2 and is getting ready to 
take on the University of Washington Huskies on Mar. 
24. 
On Mar. 25-26, the Loggers host a three game confer-
ence series against cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran. 
PLU is currently tied for second place in the conference 
with George Fox and owns 6-3 record and 12-6 overall. 
UPS sits 3-3 in conference, 6-12 overall and in seventh 
place. But the Loggers are just two games out of first in 
the very competitive NWC. 
Quentin Flores will believe you when his poop turns purple 
and smells like rainbow sherbert. 
By Helen MacDonald 
hmacdonald@ups.edu 
Sports Writer 
On Mar. 11, the UPS track team celebrated the suc-
cess of the long time Logger Joe Peyton with the Joe 
Peyton Track Invitational. 
Joe Peyton's story is an inspiring one, full of dedica-
tion to the University as a student, student-athlete and a 
coach. He is the only member in the UPS Athletic Hall 
of Fame as both an athlete and coach. 
His career at UPS started in 1963 when he was re-
cruited to play football after returning from living 
abroad with the army. At the age of 27 and already 
married, Peyton joined UPS as a student athlete. 
Success came not only on the football field for Pey-
ton, but also on the baseball diamond, on the track and 
in the classroom. 
In his time at UPS as a multi-sport student-athlete, 
he earned 11 varsity letters, All Evergreen Conference 
Honors in all three sports and was named Pacific Coast 
high jump champion. 
His dedication to UPS continued after graduation 
with 29 years of coaching the men's and women's track 
team. He was recognized for his success with an induc-
tion into the NAIA Coaching Hall of Fame. 
It was in this great honor that the men's and wom-
en's track team ran, threw and leapt into first and fourth 
places respectively. 
Central Washington University won the women's 
meet with 189 points, while the Logger women fin-
ished in fourth place with 59 points. 
Scoring for the UPS women were Colleen Godfrey, 
second in the 3000 meter Steeplechase, Liana Roberts, 
second in the 5000 meter run, Caitlin Holland, third in 
the 400 m hurdles, Risa Allen, second in the long jump 
and Karen Chase, second in the shot put. 
The depth of the men's team helped the Loggers win 
their meet with 165 points. The UPS men had many 
first, second and third place finishes. 
Among those were Pete Van Sant's victories in the 
200m dash with a meet-record-setting time of 22.53 
and his second place finish in the 400m dash. Adam 
Restad and Trevor Hanlin went one-two in the 3000m 
steeplechase. 
The Loggers went one-two again in the pole vault in 
which Greg Gause set the meet record at the height of 
4.75m. Burch Greene placed second in the pole vault 
and second in the 100m dash. Brian Kramer also added 
to the score with his victory in the triple jump. 
It was a successful day for both the men's and wom-
en's team, a day full of determination and victory, all 
in honor and memory of Joe Peyton. The Loggers will 
continue their season on Mar. 24 at noon with another 
home meet, the UPS Open. 
Helen MacDonald recently started a reformed bible study 
church based out of Lakewood, Wash. She hopes to jump on 
the Pat Robertson bandwagon soon. 
Hughes 15th at nationals 
Men's Golf second at Willamette 
Men's Swimming 
Freshman Paul Hughes earned Honorable Men-
tion All-American status after placing 15th in the 
100 breaststroke at the 2006 NCAA Division III 
Men's Swimming and Diving Championships in 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Hughes placed 16th in the prelims after he came 
into the meet with the third-fastest seed time in the 
nation at 56.35. After a time of 57.89 in the prelim 
session, Hughes swam a 58.07 in the consolation 
finals to earn 15th place. 
Hughes also placed 29th in the 200 breaststroke 
and 60th in the 50 freestyle. 
Men's Golf 
The Puget Sound men's golf team put together 
a strong team effort as they finished second at the 
Willamette Invitational on Mar. 20, coming in just 
two strokes behind the host Bearcats. Senior Scott 
Brozena was the top golfer for the Loggers, finish-
' ing in fourth place with a 152 (75-77). 
fter the first round, the Loggers found themselves 
in second place with a score of 309, one stroke be-
hind Pacific Lutheran and one stroke ahead of Wil-
lamette. The Lutes then shot a 320 in the second 
round while the Loggers shot a 312, allowing the 
Bearcats to overtake first place with a second-round 
309. 
Besides Brozena's 152, the Loggers received 
strong efforts from senior Brendan Mason, who 
shot 81 and 76 for a score of 157, and sophomore 
Mason Whitcomb, who shot 80 and 79 for a 159. 
The Loggers will be back on the links Mar. 26 for 
the Pacific Invitational at Ghost Creek Golf Club in 
Pumpkin Ridge, Ore. 
From Staff Reports 
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Where will YOU live 
next year (or even this 
summer)? 
You can find apartment, house, 
and room listings at: 
www.ups.edu/dsa/offcampus  
Other questions about living off- 
campus? Visit our office, send us 
an email, or even IM us! 
WSC 203 / offcampusaups.edu 
 
AIM: UPSoffcampus 
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Women's lacrosse uses Florida trip to prepare for regional teams 
Loggers come back much improved after facing East Coast teams that played for National title last year 
By Matt Stevens 
mrstevens@ups.edu 
 
Sports Editor 
The UPS women's lacrosse team spent Spring break 
in West Palm Beach, Florida, battling some of the top 
programs in the Nation. The Loggers lost all five games 
played in Wellington, Florida. UPS lost 4-15 to Spring-
field College on Mar. 12, 6-13 to Wheaton College on 
Mar. 13, 2-15 to Washington College on Mar. 14, 8-9 
to St. Vincent on Mar. 16 and 1-16 to SUNY-Brockport 
on Mar. 17. The losses move the Loggers to 0-6 on the 
season. 
Though the Loggers came away with no wins in their 
five games in Florida, it was a serious learning experi-
ence. 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/JESS WILKERSON 
Logger forward Julie Weiss runs up the field in a recent game. 
Weiss will lead the Logger attack on Mar. 26 when the Loggers 
host Oberlin College of Ohio at Baker Stadium. Weiss notched 
three goals against Oberlin last year. 
"This trip really helped us all get to know each other," 
junior Jaime Schumaker said. "We got to know each 
other's ups and downs and style of play." 
Schumaker was referring to the 10 freshman on the 
roster. The team also has eight seniors, two juniors and 
two sophomores. Because of the few games so far this 
season, the team needed something to gel together. The 
spring break was that necessary period. 
"We spent so much time together that we really came 
together as a team," Schumaker said. 
Coach Beth Bricker also thought the trip to Florida 
was valuable for the team. 
"It was a great experience and I had promised the 
seniors we would go someplace warm," Bricker said. 
"Those seniors worked hard and they earned this trip." 
Last year for spring break, the lacrosse team visited 
chilly Ohio for four games. Bricker also thought the 
team continued to improve throughout the week. 
"Our first four games were good despite the scores," 
Bricker said. "We got better with each game. Playing 
those three schools that were in the NCAA tournament 
really prepared us for the rest of the season. Those teams 
didn t run over us like they might've two years ago." 
Although the team came out on the short end of the 
score, they still had a good time in Florida. 
"We had such a blast," Schumaker said. "We practiced 
in the rain one day. But it was 75 degrees. That is so 
much better than practicing in the snow in Tacoma." 
Schumaker easily described the differences between 
UPS lacrosse and the east coast brand that UPS had to 
face. 
"Their style of lacrosse is so much more defined. 
They've been playing for longer and simply have more 
skills than we do," Schumaker said. 
Schumaker was also optimistic that the battles in 
Florida would make UPS much better as they battled 
teams back in the region. 
"These games are really going to improve our game 
in general, but even more so against other West Coast 
teams. They have not faced the same quality of oppo-
nents that we have," Schumaker said. "We are going to 
take the West Coast by storm. These games give us a 
huge advantage in how to play the game, the speed we 
are used to, everything." 
UPS next matches up with Oberlin College on Mar. 
26 at Baker Stadium. Oberlin comes into the match with 
an 0-1 record. On their spring trip last year to Ohio, the 
Logger women defeated the Oberlin Yeowomen 12-7. 
In that match-up the Loggers were led by senior Kate 
Cuno who notched three goals and sophomore Ellen 
Fisher who also had three. 
"Against Oberlin, we'll play with more knowledge 
about their game style and their game play," Schumak-
er said. "We'll be able to use that to our advantage." 
Basketball 	  
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/JESS WILKERSON 
Logger forward Carrie Sabochik out-maneuvers a PLU de-
fender in a recent game. Sabochik has been a critical cog in 
the Logger transition game the past three years and will need 
to continue her hot play for the Loggers to flourish. 
After Oberlin, the Loggers are off until Apr. 7 when 
they travel to northern California for a three-game 
weekend. 
"The experience of watching Loyola-Marymount and 
Notre Dame, two big-time Division I programs, was re-
ally a great experience for them," Bncker said. "These 
women are ready now for the rest of the season." 
Matt Stevens once beat Super Mario Bros. 3 without even 
touching his Nintendo controller. He just yelled at his TV in 
between bites of a massive bologna sandwich and the game 
beat itself out of fear. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/IAN JOHNSON 
Senior guard Josh Walker takes the ball to the 
basket. Walker and the rest of his senior mates 
played their final UPS game against Illinois Wes-
leyan as they fell in the Elite Eight. 
first-team honors for the 1988-89 season. 
McVey was second in scoring on the UPS 
squad with 16.6 points per game and also 
led the Loggers in rebounds with 6.2 per 
game. He joined Curtiss as a third team 
All-Western Region selection. 
The Loggers will lose four seniors, all of 
whom played a vital role for their squad for 
the past four years. The team will sorely 
miss starters McVey, Curtiss, Walker and 
reserve Vincent Buehler. 
Next year will be a fresh crop of Logger 
starts, and only time will tell if they can 
reach that elusive Final Four. 
Sean Duade doesn't believe in the Easter 
Bunny or the tooth fairy. 
land said. "The whole time we were think-
ing we were going to win. I'm proud of 
our team and we've reached levels we've 
never reached before." 
For 20 minutes the game seemed even 
with both teams shooting and playing well, 
but in the second half Illinois Wesleyan 
became unstoppable, shooting 75 percent 
(24-32) from the field in the final 20 min-
utes, and 67 percent (6-9) from behind the 
three-point line. 
But it was the Titans rebounding in the 
second half that hurt UPS most of all. 
"They out-rebounded us by 15 in the 
second half," Bridgeland said. "And you 
just can't let that happen. Without a doubt, 
they are the best team we have played this 
year. They were really good at Christmas, 
and we made some adjustments to make it 
closer this time. If we just made a few more 
shots at the end, we could have won." 
Puget Sound shot well in the second half, 
bucketing 45 percent (18-40) in the second 
half, but their three-point shooting, just 35 
percent (7-20), opened the door for long 
rebounds and fast break points, where the 
Titans edged the Loggers 16-6. 
McVey and Curtiss led the way for the 
Loggers, scoring 27 and 26 points respec-
tively, while Antwan Williams netted 14 
points and added four steals. 
While the Loggers' season ended by the 
pesky Illinois Wesleyan program, who went 
on to lose in the Final Four to the eventual 
NCAA Division III National Champion 
Virgina Wesleyan 81-79, it could in no way 
be considered an unsuccessful year. 
UPS finished the season 23-5, making it 
Bridgeland's third consecutive 20-win sea-
son and the Elite Eight appearance marked 
the furthest any Bndgleand-coached UPS 
team has ever advanced. 
Curtiss finished the year with an 18.5 
points per game average and was named 
a fourth-team All-American and a third-
team all-western region selection. Curtiss 
is the first Logger to be selected as an All-
American since Maurice Selvin received 
• 
4+ 
By Joe Engler 
jengler@ups.edu 
Sports Writer 
Before Spring break, the UPS men's tennis team 
prepped for their important match against Linfield by first 
beating Lewis & Clark 6-1 on Mar. 10 in Portland, Ore. 
Unfortunately, they could not keep their momentum, as 0- the Logger men fell to Linfield 6-1 on Mar. 11 in McMin-
nville, Ore. 
The weekend following Spring break turned out to be 
more of the same. UPS dominated Pacific University with 
a 7-0 victory on Mar. 18 at home, and then lost to Pacific 
Lutheran University 7-0 later in the afternoon. 
The UPS Loggers played very well against the Lewis 
& Clark Pioneers, conceding only one point on the day. 
Pioneer freshman Joey Braman defeated UPS freshman 
I Zach Peeler in the number six singles match. The Pio-
neers salvaged a win from the doubles matches. Braman 
and fellow freshman Luke Wheeler captured an 8-6 vic-
tory over UPS senior Drew Gemmer and junior Andrew 
Oates in the number two doubles. Strong play from the 
number one doubles tandem of sophomores Nick Amland 
and Andrew Neal along with the freshman duo of Zach 
Peeler and Jamie Hosmer in the number three position, 
D allowed for the Loggers to earn the doubles point. 
Linfield was a different story. With third place in the 
conference up for grabs, UPS could not repeat their win-
ning ways from the day before. Though they were bat-
tles, all three doubles matches ended with Linfield as the 
victor. The lone point for the Loggers came from fresh- 
6ir 	  
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICK 
Drew Gemmer awaits in jedi-like anticipation while Andrew Oates serves to an opponent. The duo performed well but lost 8-4. 
BASEBALL CLUB 
Opening Weekend 
Loggers Special! 
April 6-9 
Show your UPS student, faculty, or employee ID 
at the Tacoma Rainiers ticket office and receive a 
2-for-1 DISCOUNT 
on any reserved or general admission seats during 
Opening Weekend, April 6-9, 2006! 
For more information call 752-7700. 
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Men's tennis falters against Linfield, women dominate 
Men host Willamette while women travel to Salem to battle Bearcats 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GLORIA TRESEDER 
Senoir Melissa Snyder serves a ball in a recent match. The 
UPS women currently sit in second place in conference. 
supposed to." 
Roberts also thought that th 
Senior Lindsay Fujita went 10-
27 over the week and knocked 
in 11 runs. She also hit three 
home runs. 
"They probably have the best team, but wejust have 
to keep the pressure," Roberts said. "The conference is 
tough so no team will simply run through it. If we keep 
playing well, we can catch Linfield." 
Matt Stevens knows that he loved his 
St. Patrick's Day night. 
man Jamie Hosmer, as he toppled the Wildcat junior Ian 
McGrath in the number three spot. Needless to say, the 
Loggers came home disappointed. 
"It was a very important match, and we came up short," 
sophomore Nick Amland said. "However, Jamie's per-
formance was good to see." 
Playing on the road is more difficult than playing at 
home. Although UPS went one-for-one over the week-
end, Amland partially attributed the team's disheartening 
loss at Linfield to the familiarity of the courts. 
"Homecourts are really nice because you get used to 
them and how they feel. You can especially feel the dif-
ference at Linfield because they use different material for 
their courts than we do," Amland said. 
After a week of Spring break, the men's tennis team 
was back in action against Pacific University. The Log-
gers breezed by, shutting out the Boxers. Although Pacific 
is considered one of the weaker teams in the conference, 
the Loggers still needed to play well in their victories, 
and they accomplished that goal. Freshman Jamie Hos-
mer was once again praised by his teammates, this time 
by senior Drew Gemmer. 
"Our lineup was a little shifted against Pacific, so Jamie 
played at the number one spot. You can tell he's going to 
be really good some day," Gemmer said. 
30 minutes after the match up against Pacific, the Log-
gers faced off against one of the top ranked Division III 
tennis teams in the nation. PLU came to Tacoma and stole 
the thunder as they blanked the Loggers 7-0. The goal of 
winning is always top priority, but when playing a team 
with the Lutes caliber, some players choose a different 
mindset. 
"I try to work on certain aspects of my game when I'm 
playing against a team like PLU," Gemmer said. "I can be 
more aggressive and not worry. I can just have fun." 
Gemmer also noted that UPS played well, especially 
the top three positions, despite the final score. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICK 
Sophomore Valerie Barone stands in the box against Linfield 
in a recent game. 
"I think it might have been the best doubles we've 
played since last season," Gemmer said. 
The Logger men are currently in fourth position in the 
conference and will next host Williamette University on 
Mar. 24. The Willamette men are currently 2-7 in confer-
ence play and in sixth place. The Loggers are 6-3 and in 
fourth place. 
The women's tennis team pulled out victories before 
and after Spring break with a 7-2 win over Lewis & Clark 
at home on Mar. 10 and an 8-0 win over Pacific in Forest 
Grove, Ore. on Mar. 18. 
Senior Jessika Morales for the Pioneers won a hard-
fought battle over Logger senior Melissa Snyder in the 
numbers one singles. The only other loss suffered by UPS 
came at the number fiveposition where UPS freshman 
Alissa Wolf was defeated by freshman Aleta Storch of 
Lewis & Clark. The Logger women took control of all the 
other matches and won with relative ease. 
The women did not have to shake off any rust after a 
week-long break when they travelled to Forest Grove to 
face Pacific. The Loggers' doubles tandem of junior Katie 
Russell and sophomore Katie Schultz was able to hold off 
Pacific's junior Tara Tanoue and sophomore Lisa Kjors-
tad in the number two spot. The match was forced to ex-
tra points with the two Katies prevailing 9-7. Impressive 
performances by UPS headlined the day as the Logger 
women surrendered only nine points total in all of the 
singles matches. 
The women's tennis team will travel to Salem, Ore. on 
Mar. 24 to play against Willamette. The Willamette wom-
en are in sixth place in conference with a 3-6 record. The 
Loggers are currently in second place with a 8-1 record, 
trailing only Linfield, who is still perfect on the season. 
The women do not get another shot at knocking off Lin-
field until Apr. 15. 
Joe Engler coined the phrase, "I could eat a Horse" after 
he ate every last unicorn in existence. 
e California trip was great 
for bringing the team 
together as they prepare 
for the rest of the con-
ference season. 
"The California trip 
always helps us come 
closer as a team," Rob-
erts said. "All those 
tough games in such a 
short time can only help 
a team get better." 
Roberts is also not 
surprised that the Log-
gers have sprinted out 
to a great start. 
"The rest of the con-
ference might be sur-
prised we are where we 
are," Roberts said. "But 
we have a great team. 
We are solid all-around 
this year." 
UPS is chasing after 
Linfield and FLU, but 
Roberts is much more 
worried about Linfield. 
Softball 
Zack McVey notched 15 and 
27 points in the last two 
games of his career. 
Logger At etes o t e Wee 
Paul Hughes (freshman, University Place, 
Wash.) earns honors after picking up Hon-
orable Mention All-American honors at the 
2006 NCAA Division III Men's Swimming 
and Diving Championship. Hughes placed 
15th in the 100 Breaststroke to collect the 
honor. 
    
Jessica Roberts (junior, Sumner, Wash.) 
earns honors after allowing just two hits 
and no runs in 12.1 innings for the Logger 
softball team. Roberts pitched a no-hitter of 
Mar. 17 and followed it up with a one-hitter 
on Mar. 18, enabling her to pick up NWC 
Softball Pitcher of the Week honors. 
Logger Sports Scores 
M Basketball 	 UPS 92 
UPS 99 
Baseball UPS 10 
UPS 6 
UPS 6 
UPS 2 
Softball UPS 14 
UPS 8 
UPS 8 
UPS 3 
UPS 10 
UPS 3 
UPS 4 
UPS 8 
M Tennis 	 UPS 0 
UPS 7 
W Tennis 	 UPS 8 
Logger Sports on Tap 
Augustana 86 
Illinois Wesleyan 113 
Montclair 0 
Pomona-Pitzer 7 
Cal Lutheran 2 
Redlands 4 
Illinois College 5 
Fontbonne 0 
Kenyon 0 
Mount St. Joseph 0 
Knox 0 
Chapman 5 
St. Mary's 2 
Elmhurst 0 
PLU 7 
Pacific 0 
Pacific 0 
W Lacrosse 
Baseball 
Track 
W Golf 
M Golf 
vs. Oberlin Mar. 26 at 2 p.m. 
vs. PLU Mar. 25 (DH) & 26 at noon 
UPS Open Baker Stadium Mar. 25 2 p.m. 
vs. Concordia/Pacific Mar. 26 
at Pacific Invitational Mar. 26 
enior o ger as e 
1 stars Chase Curtis 
d Zack McVey bot 
ded their careeres o 
ar. 12 against Minot 
esleyan, but neither re 
ed without a piece o 
e UPS record books. 
Curtiss took the numbe 
one spot in the recor 
books for both three 
pointers attempted wi 
560 and three-pointer 
made with 200. Bot 
new records easily passe 
the previous marks se 
by 2004 graduate Mat 
Glynn. 
McVey took the numbe 
two spot in the recor 
books under the highe 
field goal percentage mar 
away from long time UP 
great Joe Leonard, a 198 
graduate. 
The two were both thr 
year starters at UPS an 
eir contributions to th 
I 
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• 
Softball wins seven games during trip to So. California 
UPS welcomes back Roberts with no-hitter, Fujita & Barone dominate on offensive side 
By Matt Stevens 
mrstevens@ups.edu 
 
Sports Editor 
The UPS softball team had a great spring break in Southern California, coming 
away with a 7-1 record and pitching five shutouts. The wins move the Loggers to 15-5 
on the season and 5-3 in conference. UPS currently sits in third place in conference, 
behind Pacific Lutheran and Linfield, who are both tied at 6-2. 
Junior Jessica Roberts led the Loggers pitching staff. Roberts had been out all year 
with an injury suffered during basketball season, but the trip to Florida was her return 
back to action. 
Roberts went 3-0 on the trip, throwing two shut-outs. In those two shutouts, she 
gave up only one hit. Sophomore Victona Raeburn also threw two shut-outs herself, 
a two-hitter and a five-hitter. 
"Its really great to be back and pitching well," Roberts said. 
Leading the Loggers from the batters box was senior second baseman Lindsay Fu-
jita. Fujita went 10-27 on the weekend with 11 runs scored and 11 RBI's. Freshman 
Victoria Raeburn also came away with a big weekend, driving in 11 runs, including 
five runs in the opening game against Illinois College. 
On Mar. 14 the Loggers defeated Illinois College 14-5 and Fontbonne 8-0. Picking 
up the wins in those two contests were Roberts and Raeburn. Raeburn also led the 
Loggers offensively against Fontbonne 1-3, scoring two runs and driving in three. 
On Mar. 15, UPS defeated Kenyon College 8-0 and Mount St. Joseph 3-0. Against 
Kenyon, junior Adriane Herlache and freshman Lindsey James combined for a two hit-
ter. Victoria Raeburn took the mound against Mount St. Joseph and delivered, throw-
ing seven innings of shut-out ball and also going 2-3 with one RBI in the game. 
Mar. 17 saw 'Puget Sound defeat Knox College but fell to host Chapman. Roberts 
threw her five-inning no hitter against Knox. UPS scored three runs in the first inning 
against Chapman, but could not muster any more when they came back. 
UPS finished the week strong, defeating both St. Mary's 4-2 and Elmhurst 8-0 on 
Mar. 18. Adriane Herlache spread the two runs and six hits over seven innings. Of-
fensively Fujita delivered hitting a home-run and driving in three runs. Roberts' one 
hitter was against Elmhurst as the Loggers finished the week in total dominance. Of- 
ASUPS PHOTOSERIVCES/TALIA SORRENTINO 
The Loggers celebrate after a Lindsay Fujita home run in a recent game. UPS currently sits in 
third place in conference, just a half game behind Linfield and Pacific Lutheran. 
fensively, freshman catcher Kaitie Sabol came through, goin,g h a home run 
and driving in four runs. 
	 40 
 
"Offensively, everybody had a great week. Everyone just seemed to Click," Roberts 
said. "The pitchers were able to hit their spots and take care of everything we were 
SEE SOFTBALL PAGE 19 
Men's basketball defeats Augustana to advance to Elite Eight, falls to Illinois Wesleyan I 
By Sean Duade 
sduade@ups.edu 
 
Senior Sports Writer 
Mar. 11, 2006 will forever be of historic importance 
for University of Puget Sound basketball. 
Having advanced to the round of 16 for a third consec-
utive season, this '06 Log-
gers squad did what their 
previous two squads could 
not: win. The Loggers de-
feated No. 13 Augustana, 
92-86, in Appleton, Wis. 
to advance to the round of 
eight for the first time in 
the program's history. 
"It's the biggest win of the 
program since I've been at 
Puget Sound," Bridgeland 
said. "But it's not like eve- 
one is doing cartwheels. 
e won the game, but it's 
not like we won the nation-
al championship." 
Three-pointers played 
a large part in the game's 
outcome. Puget Sound shot 
46 percent (10-22) from beyond the arc compared to 
Augustana's 26 percent (5-19). 
Points off the bench were critical for the Loggers as 
starters Josh Walker and Jason Foster struggled to make 
an impact on the offensive end. 
The Loggers took advantage of their depth through-
out the game, outscoring the Augustana bench 48-18. 
Ryan DeLong was the teams' greatest contributor, lead-
ing Puget Sound in scoring with 18 points in 17 minutes 
off the bench; he was one of four Loggers to score in 
double digits. 
While Bridge/and was elated by the victory, he still 
saw room for improvement in the team's play. 
"We really didn't play that well," Bridgeland said. 
"But we just have a desire to win. We feel like if we 
played them 10 times, we'd beat them eight or nine 
times." 
Playing for the second time in as many nights, the 
Loggers once again visited Alexander Gymnasium on 
the campus of Lawrence University. This time they 
squared off against a familiar rival in No. 11 Illinois 
Wesleyan. 
The Loggers had met the Titans earlier this season at 
the Tom Byron classic in Santa Monica, Calif. on Dec. 
29, losing 87-104. This time around the game would be 
closer, but the result would remain the same, the Log-
gers on the wrong end of a 99-113 score. 
The game was a heartbreaking loss for the Loggers, 
who led 49-48 at the half. 
"We just couldn't get a rebound at the end," Bridge- 
SEE BASKETBALL PAGE 18 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ARCHIVES 
Chase Curtiss logged 26 points in his final game. Curtiss was 
named fourth team All-American and third team All-Region. 
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